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Abstract
The work of this project entitled “Travelling-Wave Feed Technique for Circularly Polarized Patch 
Array” was to investigate the feasibility of replacing conventional planar antenna feed technique 
with a feed channel in the ground plane beneath microstrip rectangular patch elements. In 
particular, a novel strategy, using travelling-wave coupling, was explored that provided efficient 
feeding of a travelling-wave antenna, with the ability to electronically change the hand of 
polarization. It involved the analysis of the electromagnetic coupling between conducting layers 
in a multilayer structure and the subsequent development of circuit design rules. The work has led 
to the generation of design techniques that are suitable for printed thick film or low temperature 
co-fired ceramic (LTCC) multilayer structures. The new feed technique was demonstrated 
through measurements on five circularly polarized patch arrays with travelling-wave feeds. 
Anteimas were designed and measured at 5 GHz and 15 GHz, using PTFE, LTCC and thick film 
materials to demonstrate the validity of the new technique.
The first part of the research studied the feasibility of employing four travelling-wave fed linearly 
polarized rectangular patches to provide a circularly polarized patch array. This led to the 
development of an eight-patch anterma array with different incremental offsets between the 
patches and the travelling-wave feed channel beneath the patches. Multilayer LTCC and printed 
thick film technology were the focus of the second part o f this research, which concentrated on 
realising compact microwave patch arrays with enhanced radiation characteristics. These included 
a 15 GHz multilayer LTCC compact patch array, as well as a 5 GHz multilayer array fabricated 
using printed thick film.
Finally, a linearly polarized patch antenna with a unique arrangement of low dielectric constant 
material, for enhanced radiation, was investigated.
Keywords: circular polarization, LTCC, microstrip patch, multilayer, radiation enhanced,
travelling-wave, thick film.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 Rationale
Microstrip patch antennas are a key means of realising radiation characteristics such as dual and 
circular polarization, dual-ffequency operation, broad bandwidth, feed-line flexibility and omni­
directional patterning for simple yet demanding applications. A large number of studies on 
microstrip patch antennas have been reported in the literature and an exhaustive list of their 
geometries, together with their principal features are available. [1.1].
The simplest microstrip patch configuration is undoubtedly the rectangular patch. This basic 
antenna element is a strip conductor of length L and width W on a dielectric substrate of dielectric 
constant and thickness h backed by a ground plane. When a patch is excited by a feed, a charge 
distribution is established on the underside of the patch metallization and the ground plane. At a 
particular instant of time, the underside of the patch is positively charged and the ground plane is 
negatively charged. The attractive forces between these two sets of charges tend to hold a large 
percentage of the charge between the two surfaces. However the repulsive force between positive 
charges on the patch pushes some of these charges toward the edges, resulting in large charge 
density at the edges. These charges are the source of fringing fields and the associated radiation. 
Using a thicker substrate with a lower value of dielectric constant can increase the fringing field, 
and thus the radiated power.
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Today, satellite system have grown to be one of the most prominent communications systems that 
employ microstrip antenna and the trend is towards simple, low cost solutions to achieve high- 
density circular polarization patterning. Generally, antennas produce a circularly polarized wave 
when two orthogonal field components with equal amplitude but in phase quadrature are radiated. 
The microstrip patch is one of the most widely used radiators for circular polarization generation. 
Various shapes for microstrip antenna capable of circular polarization operation have been 
reported in the literature include square, circular, pentagonal, equilateral triangular, ring and 
elliptical shapes. However, rectangular patches are widely utilized in practice.
Microstrip antennas have radiating elements on just one side of a dielectric substrate, and thus 
early microstrip antennas were fed either by a microstrip line or a coaxial probe through a ground 
plane. Since then a number of new feeding techniques have been designed. Prominent among 
these are coaxial feed, edge-coupled microstrip feed, gap-coupled microstrip feed, proximity- 
coupled microstrip feed, and aperture-coupled microstrip feed. These feed structures are discussed 
later in section 2.3. It can be observed that the coaxial fed technique suffers from having required 
a large number of solder joints, which makes the fabrication difficult at higher microwave 
frequency and may compromise reliability. The front-fed microstrip line blocks radiation from the 
portion (width) of the patch with which it is in contact result in reduced radiation. This is a serious 
limitation of this feed at millimetre-wave frequencies where the patch width can be comparable to 
the width of the microstrip line.
A potential solution to these problems is to use a travelling-wave feed technique, which was first 
reported by Tang [1.2]. The travelling-wave feed system offers a number of advantages over other 
rear-fed patch techniques. It does not require a probe through the dielectric layer beneath the patch 
and it does not require a resonant aperture beneath the patch. It is easily implementable and is 
particularly suitable for integration in a multilayer circuit. This type of circuit, fabricated either 
using LTCC or thick film technology, is attractive because it can provide a combination of high- 
performance and low-cost fabrication. In this technique, a slotline in the ground plane is excited
2
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through a conventional microstrip-to-slotline transition [1.3], [1.4]. A portion of the signal 
travelling in the slotline will excite the patch on the top conductor plane, providing that the 
slotline is offset from the centre of the patch. The amount of offset will determine the amount of 
coupling. A circular polarization characteristic is achieved by arranging the linearly polarized 
patch in a circular array pattern along the circular slotline channel with appropriate phase spacing 
between each consecutive patch, so as to generate a progressive phase lag in the feed to 
successive patches [1.5], [1.6].
The speedy growth of the wireless communications systems has led to an increasing demand for 
compact, low-cost antennas. As a result, multilayer LTCC technology is becoming more and more 
popular for the production of highly integrated, complex multilayer antennas. This technology is 
attractive for its flexibility in realizing an arbitrary number of layers in a structure [1.7]. Based on 
this multilayer fabrication technology, a compact LTCC travelling-wave feed CP antenna design 
is proposed at 15 GHz that reduces the antenna dimension by approximately 90 % [1.8], [1.9] 
when compared with a PTFE CP antenna array, as mentioned in [1.5], [1.6].
Recent rapid growth in novel thick film materials and advanced thick film circuit patterning 
techniques has also brought constructive improvements that allow current thick film technology to 
reach beyond its previous limitations and make it a good candidate for achieving low cost 
microwave circuits [1.10], [1.11]. A unique arrangement of low dielectric constant thick film 
material using multilayer thick film fabrication technique is demonstrated in this research work to 
obtain significant improvement in the radiation performance of a linearly polarized patch antenna. 
A reasonable degree of increment in the VSWR < 2 bandwidth is also obtained [1.12], with this 
technique. As can be seen, the evolution of multilayer technology thus gives the designer new 
possibilities to develop new feeding systems and to achieve enhanced performance.
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1.2 Organisation of Thesis
This research offers possible solutions to overcome the restrictions and complications associated 
with conventional mechanisms of coupling energy to microstrip patch antennas. Also, it aims to 
show high performance, with low cost, is possible with easily implementable feed techniques for 
microwave CP patch arrays. Fundamental concepts of CP microstrip patch antennas are described 
in chapter 2, with an emphasis on rectangular microstrip patch antenna, conventional feeding 
techniques, microstrip-to-slotline transition and fabrication technique. Chapter 3 describes a novel 
travelling-wave technique for a linearly polarized patch, and presents a new electromagnetic 
coupling mechanism that overcomes the necessity of a probe through the dielectric layer beneath 
the patch.
In this thesis, five CP patch arrays based on a travelling-wave feed technique were investigated. In 
chapter 4, a 5 GHz CP patch array is investigated; this consisted of an array of four travelling- 
wave feed linearly polarized patch antennas. The array described includes an arrangement o f 2000 
pm fixed offset for the slotline feed channel with respect to the centre of each radiating patch, to 
allow each patch to be excited into resonance. Subsequently, the quality of circular polarization 
and gain performance was improved by using a 5 GHz array consisting of eight travelling-wave 
feed linearly polarized patch antennas, also with incremental offset. Incremental offsets o f 500 pm 
and 700 pm were used in two different arrays, to give appropriate coupling to each patch, so that 
each consecutive patch would receive approximately the same amount of signal. Equivalent 
circuit representation of the eight-patch antenna array is presented using a cascaded two-port 
network that represents each consecutive patch along the slotline feed channel.
In chapter 5, a 5 GHz dual circular polarization patch array, based on the eight-patch antenna 
array with 700 pm incremental offset, was investigated. Two circular travelling-wave feed 
slotlines were configured to excite a patch array to generate left-hand circular polarization
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(LHCP) and right-hand circular polarization (RHCP), according to the direction of excitation of 
the slotlines.
Chapter 6 presents the fifth CP patch array, namely a compact multilayer LTCC CP patch array at 
15 GHz. The LTCC patch array was deposited on one surface of the structure, with the microstrip 
feed on the other surface. The ground plane containing the slotline was buried in the structure, 
with grounding VIAs used to connect to ground pads on the same surface as the microstrip. Based 
on the multilayer thick film fabrication technology, chapter 7 demonstrates a unique arrangement 
of low dielectric constant thick film material beneath the patch antenna, which aims to increase 
the fi-inging fields and bandwidth performance of a patch antenna on a high dielectric constant 
substrate.
This dissertation ends with chapter 8, drawing conclusions from the results and identifying areas 
for future work.
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Chapter 2 
Review of Existing Theory and Techniques
2.1 Introduction
The emerging trend for high integration levels, compact circuit size, low fabrication cost, and 
quick development of modem wireless communication systems has brought about changes in the 
current designing and manufacturing technologies. Although these new changes are able to 
provide highly attractive solutions to overcome present technologies limitations, their 
implementation should not compromise with the system overall performance. Microstrip patch 
antennas have long been used for transmitting as well as receiving signals for wireless 
communication applications. They are attractive because of their low-profile, low-weight, low 
fabrication cost, conformai configuration and compatibility with integrated circuits. However, 
these patch antennas have often been developed such that they are fed through the dielectric 
substrate via a probe or by means of a fi’ont-end fed microstrip corporate feed network. With the 
increasing demand for highly integrated circuits, it is expected that these stmctures will be 
integrated into the package. Consequently, the conventional methods of feeding a patch antenna 
are difficult to incorporate into highly integrated packages.
This chapter presents background on the existing techniques for feeding microstrip patch antennas 
and also on microstrip-to-slotline transitions, which will be employed in our new proposed 
stmctures. Also, a review of multilayer thick film technology that is to be utilized for the radiation 
enhanced patch antenna in chapter 7 is presented.
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2.2 Rectangular Microstrip Patch Antenna
In recent years, the current trend in commercial and government communication systems has been 
to develop low cost, minimal weight, low profile antennas that are capable of maintaining high 
performance over a large spectrum of frequencies. This technological trend has focused much 
effort into the design of microstrip patch antennas. With a simple geometry, patch antennas offer 
many advantages not commonly exhibited in other antenna configurations. For example, they are 
extremely low profile, lightweight, simple, inexpensive to fabricate, compatible with microwave 
and millimetre-wave integrated circuits and have the ability to conform to planar and non-planar 
surfaces [2.1].
The microstrip antenna was first introduced in the 1950’s, but it was not until the 1970’s and the 
development of printed-circuit technology that serious advancements in this research area had 
begun. Through decades of research, it was identified that the performance and operation of 
microstrip antenna is driven mainly by the geometry of the printed patch and the material 
characteristics of the substrate onto which the antenna is printed. In most practical applications, 
patch antennas are rectangular in shape. However, in general, any geometry is possible, and 
examples are shown in figure 2-1.
Square R ectangular Triangular
Circular Circular Ring Elliptical
Figure 2-1: Common shapes of microstrip patch elements
As shown in figure 2-2, conventional microstrip antennas consist of a pair of parallel conducting 
layers separating a dielectric medium, referred to as substrate. In this configuration, the patch is 
the source of radiation, and electromagnetic energy fringes off the edges of the patch and into the
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substrate. The lower conducting layer acts as a perfectly reflecting ground plane, bouncing energy 
back through the substrate and into free space. Although similar in operation to a microstrip 
transmission line, the patch antenna is much larger in volume providing a distinct contrast 
between the two. Physically, the patch is a thin conductor that is an appreciable fraction of a 
wavelength in length; it is parallel to a ground plane and a small fraction of a wavelength above 
the ground plane.
Microstrip Patch
Dielectric
Substrate
Ground Plane
Figure 2-2; Typical geometry of a microstrip antenna
The thickness of the substrate is of considerable importance when designing microstrip antennas. 
The most desirable substrates for good antenna performance are thick with a low dielectric 
constant. This tends to result in an antenna with a large bandwidth and high efficiency due to 
loosely bound fringing fields that emanate from the patch and propagate into the substrate. 
However, this comes at the expense of a large volume antenna and an increased probability of 
surface wave formation. On the other hand, thin substrates with high dielectric constants reduce 
the overall size of the antenna and are compatible with integrated circuit devices, since the 
fringing fields are tightly bound to the substrate. With thin substrates, coupling and 
electromagnetic interference issues are less of a problem. However, because they often have 
relatively high loss tangents, they are less efficient and have relatively smaller bandwidths. 
Therefore, there is a fundamental trade-off that must be evaluated in the stage of designing a 
microstrip patch antenna.
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With the energization of a patch antenna, a charge distribution will be established on the upper 
and lower surface of the patch, as well as on the surface of the ground plane. The charge 
distribution is shown in figure 2-3 for a rectangular patch. The negative and positive nature of the 
charge arises because the patch is about half-wavelength long for the dominant mode. The 
repulsive force between the like charges tends to push some of the charges from the bottom 
surface, around its edges, to its top surface. This movement of charges creates the corresponding 
current densities Jb and J, at the bottom and top surfaces of the patch. Therefore, the attractive 
force between the charges dominates and most of the charge concentration and the current remain 
underneath the patch. A small amount of current flows around the edges of the patch to its top 
surface and is responsible for a weak magnetic field tangential to the edges.
Patch
+
-  Dielectric 
Substrate
Ground Plane
Figure 2-3: Charge distributions and current densities on a microstrip antenna
A cavity model is used to represent the radiating edges of the patch. The four sidewalls of the 
cavity are represented by equivalent electric and magnetic current densities. These equivalent 
current densities are illustrated in figure 2-4 and are written as
J s  =  h  X  H a  ^
-  .  -
M s  =  - h  X  E a
where Ea and Ha represent the electric and magnetic fields along the walls of the cavity 
respectively.
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Figure 2-4: Equivalent current densities on four sides of a rectangular patch antenna as
specified using the cavity model
In most practical patch designs, the substrate height-to-patch width ratio is very small, thus 
allowing only a small amount of current to flow to the top surface. As a result, J, is approximately 
zero. This ideally would not create any tangential magnetic field components (//„) to the edges of 
the patch. Therefore, the equivalent electric current densities along the sidewalls are essentially 
zero, as illustrated in figure 2-4b. The only non-zero current density is the equivalent magnetic 
current density (A4) along the sidewalls of the cavity. To simplify the model, image theory is used 
to account for the ground plane such that the equivalent magnetic current density becomes
M s  =  - 2 h  X  E a (2.2)
as shown in figure 2-4c.
This reduced model is similar to a cavity with four apertures or slots where radiation can occur. 
However, the equivalent current densities of length L and height h cancel, since they are equal 
magnitude and 180° out-of-phase. Thus, these two sidewalls are referred to as non-radiating slots. 
Figure 2-5a illustrates this cancellation effect pictorially for the dominant mode TMio mode, 
assuming L is half-wavelength long. Therefore, only two slots radiate, each of width W and height 
h, with equal magnitude and phase, as shown in 2-5b. These components will thus add in-phase, 
in a direction normal to the patch as depicted in figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-5: Current distribution on patch
Radiating 
Slot #1
Radiating 
Slot #2
w
M
Figure 2-6: Equivalent microstrip patch antenna with equivalent horizontal radiating slots
This cavity model provides a description of how the fields are radiated from the surface of the 
patch antenna. In the next section, different methods of feeding a microstrip patch antenna are 
presented.
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2.3 Feeding Techniques
As shown, microstrip patch antennas have radiating elements on one side o f a dielectric substrate, 
and thus early microstrip antennas were fed either by a microstrip line or a coaxial probe through 
the ground plane. Since then a number of new feeding techniques [2.1] have been developed. 
Prominent among these are coaxial feed, microstrip (coplanar) feed, proximity-coupled microstrip 
feed and aperture-coupled microstrip feed. The selection of the feeding technique is governed by a 
number of factors. The most important consideration is the efficient transfer of power between the 
radiating structure and the feed structure, that is, impedance matching between the two structures. 
Associated with impedance matching are stepped impedance transformers, bends, stubs, 
junctions, transitions, and so on, which introduce discontinuities leading to spurious radiation and 
surface wave loss. The undesired radiation may increase the sidelobe level and the cross-polar 
amplitude of the radiation pattern. Minimization of spurious radiation and its effect on the 
radiation pattern is one of the most important factors for the evaluation and selection of the feed. 
Another consideration is the suitability of the feed for array applications.
2.3.1 Coaxial Feed/Probe Coupling
Coupling of power through a probe is one of the basic mechanisms for the transfer o f microwave 
power. The probe can be an inner conductor of a coaxial line in the case of coaxial line feeding or 
it can be used to transfer power from a tri-plate line (microstrip line) to a microstrip anteima 
through a slot in the common ground plane. A typical microstrip antenna using a coaxial 
coimector is shown in figure 2-7. The coaxial connector is attached to the underside of the printed 
circuit board, and the coaxial centre conductor after passing through the substrate is soldered to 
the patch metalization. The location of the feed point is determined for the given mode so that the 
best impedance match is achieved. Excitation of the patch occurs principally through the coupling 
of the feed current to the electric field of the patch mode.
12
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Figure 2-7: Coaxial Feed/Probe Coupling
Coaxial feeds have the advantage of simplicity of design through the positioning of the feed point 
to adjust the input impedance level. But they have several limitations. Firstly, coaxial feeding of 
an array requires a large number of solder Joints, which makes fabrication difficult and 
compromises reliability. Secondly, for increased bandwidth of a patch antenna, a thicker substrate 
is used and therefore requires a longer probe. This gives rise to an increase in spurious radiation 
from the probe, increased surface wave power, and increased feed inductance. Moreover, it is 
difficult to implement in highly integrated circuits at high fi'equencies.
2.3.2 Microstrip (Coplanar) Feeds
Excitation of the microstrip antenna by a microstrip line on the same substrate appears to be a 
natural choice because the patch can be considered an extension of the microstrip line, and both 
can be fabricated simultaneously. But this technique also has some limitations due to unwanted 
coupling and radiation from the feed network.
The coupling between the microstrip line and the patch could be in the form of edge/butt-in 
coupling as shown in figure 2-8a, or through a gap between them, as shown in figure 2-8b. The 
excitation of the patch by an edge-coupled microstrip line can be described in terms of the
13
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equivalent electric current density associated with the magnetic field of the microstrip line at the 
junction plane.
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Figure 2-8: Various types of microstrip feed
The edge-coupled microstrip can be modelled by means of the step-in-width/impedance junction. 
The equivalent circuit of the coupling gap is shown in figure 2-8b. The effect of direct radiation 
from the open end of the microstrip line can be represented by a conductance across the shunt
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capacitor. The edge-coupled feed suffers from a limitation of impedance mismatch because the 
input impedance of the patch at its radiating edge is very high compared to the 50 Q impedance of 
the feed line. Therefore, an external impedance matching circuit is used between the patch edge 
and the 50 Q microstrip line. The impedance matching circuit, besides giving rise to spurious 
radiation, cannot be accommodated in arrays, because of the non-availability o f physical space on 
the substrate. Also, radiation from the portion of the patch connecting with the microstrip line is 
blocked and results in reduced radiation. This is a serious limitation of this feed at millimetre- 
wave frequencies where the patch width can be comparable to the width of the microstrip line.
An improvement of the coplanar feed that overcomes some of the shortcomings mentioned is 
shown in figure 2-8c. Here, the microstrip line is inset into the patch. The feed position is selected 
such that the input impedance of the antenna is 50 Q. The resulting feed point is about the same as 
that used for the coaxial feed. The approximate equivalent circuit for the inset microstrip feed is 
also shown in this figure. However, the transmission line section with inset length i should be 
modelled as a coplanar waveguide with finite-sized ground plane and conductor backing. In 
another configuration for the direct microstrip feed, the feed point is selected on the non-radiating 
edge of the patch as shown in figure 2-8d. The cross-polarized radiation is high in this case, but 
can be minimized by optimising the aspect ratio iW/L) of the patch at about 1.5.
It can be seen that coplanar microstrip feeds are easy to design and fabricate. However, the 
microstrip feed lines contribute to spurious radiation. Therefore, they have been used in 
applications where the demand on performance is not too stringent and the feed must be coplanar 
with the patch.
2.3.3 Proximity Coupled Microstrip Feed
A variety of non-coplanar microstrip feeds have been developed: two examples are the two-layer 
microstrip feed and the aperture-coupled microstrip feed. These are inherently broadband in
15
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nature because of the number of design parameters available. A configuration of this non­
contacting non-coplanar microstrip feed is shown in figure 2-9. It used a two-layer substrate with 
the microstrip line on the lower layer and the patch antenna on the upper layer. The feed line 
terminates in an open end underneath the patch. This feed is better known as an 
“electromagnetically coupled” microstrip feed. Coupling between the patch and the microstrip is 
capacitive in nature. The equivalent circuit for this feed is also shown in figure 2-9, wherein the 
coupling capacitor Cc is in series with the parallel R-L-C resonant circuit representing the patch. 
This capacitor can be designed for impedance matching of the antenna, as well as for tuning the 
patch for improved bandwidth. The open end of the microstrip line can be terminated in a stub 
and the stub parameters can be used to improve the bandwidth.
Dielectric 7 t 
S u b s tra te  M Width
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Figure 2-9: Proximity coupled microstrip feed
Also, the substrate parameters of the two-layers can be selected to increase the bandwidth of the 
patch, and to reduce spurious radiation from the open end of the microstrip. Fabrication of this 
feed is, however, slightly more difficult because of the requirement for accurate alignment 
between the patch and the feed line, but soldering is eliminated.
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2.3.4 Aperture Coupled Microstrip Feed
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Figure 2-10: Aperture coupled microstrip feed
The notable features of the aperture-coupled feed configuration are wider bandwidth, and the 
shielding of the radiating patch from the radiation emanating from the feed structure. The 
configuration of this feed arrangement is shown in figure 2-10. It uses two substrates separated by 
a common ground plane. A microstrip feed line on the lower substrate is electromagnetically 
coupled to the patch through a slot aperture in the common ground plane. The slot can be of any 
shape or size, and these parameters can be used to improve the bandwidth. The substrate 
parameters for the two layers are chosen in a manner to optimise the feed and radiation functions 
independently. For example, the substrate for the feed should be thin and of high dielectric 
constant. Moreover, radiation from the open end of the feed line does not interfere with the 
radiation pattern of the patch because of the shielding effect of the ground plane. The equivalent 
circuit of the aperture-coupled microstrip patch is also shown in figure 2- 10. In this feed
17
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configuration, the patch antenna appears in series with the feed because of slot coupling. The 
resonant slot is represented as an inductor in series with the R-L-C network of the patch. The 
open-circuited microstrip stub of length Ls, can be replaced by a shunt capacitor C,.
2.4 Microstrip-to-SIotline Transition
A microstrip is represented as a two-conductor transmission line. As shown in figure 2-11, 
transformation from a two-wire line in 2-1 la  to 2-1 lb, involves only a change in the shape of the 
conductors. However, from figure 2-1 lb to 2-1 Ic, a conducting sheet is included at the plane of 
symmetry. The final transformation presents a layer of dielectric material between the 
transmission lines. As shown, the presence of the dielectric-air interface modifies the mode of 
propagation in a microstrip and so, the structure is not able to support pure tangential electric 
magnetic (TEM) mode (as compared to a stripline).
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Figure 2-11: Theoretical evolution of a microstrip from a two-wire line
From the circuit point of view, a transmission line has distributed series resistance R and 
inductance L that make up the series impedance Zq of the conductive wires. It also has distributed 
shunt conductance G and capacitance C of the dielectric between conductors, which make up the
18
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shunt admittance Y of the line. As shown in figure 2-12, a small length of the line may be 
represented as ôz. The parameters R(Q/m), L(H/m), G(S/m) and C(F/m) are known as the primary 
constants. They are constants in the sense that they not vary with voltage and current on the line. 
However, they are frequency dependent to some extent. It is noted that the primary constants are 
all measured per unit length because they occur continuously along the transmission line. They 
are distributed throughout the entire length of the line and are therefore also known as distributed 
constants.
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Figure 2-12: Geometry of a microstrip line
A slotline is a planar transmission structure as shown in figure 2-13 [2.2]. It consists o f a 
dielectric substrate with a narrow slot etched in the metallization on one side of the substrate. The 
other side of the substrate is without any metallization. The geometry is planar and is well suited 
for use in microwave integrated circuits.
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Figure 2-13; Geometry of a slotline
Slotlines can be included in microstrip circuits by etching the slotline circuits in the ground plane 
of the substrate for microstrip circuits. This type of hybrid combination allows flexibility in the 
design of microwave circuits and has led to some new types of circuits such as hybrid branchline 
directional couplers. Also, some of the circuit elements, which cannot easily be achieved in 
microstrip configuration, can be incorporated in the slotline part of the circuits.
In a slotline, the wave propagates along the slot with the major electric field component oriented 
across the slot in the plane of metalization on the dielectric substrate. The mode of propagation is 
non-transverse electromagnetic (TEM), and almost transverse electric in nature. However, unlike 
conventional waveguide, there is no low-frequency cut-off because the slotline is a two-conductor 
structure. The approximate field distribution in a slotline is shown in figure 2-14.
 Magnetic Field Lines
 Electric Field Lines
Figure 2-14: Field distribution of a slotline [2.2]
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A short circuit slot as shown in figure 2-15 is created by merely ending the slot or equivalent 
filling the slot with a conducting surface lying in the plane of the slot. The current flows in the 
metal surface around the end of the slot, and there is appreciable energy stored beyond the 
termination. This is illustrated in figure 2-15. The net result is a predominance of stored magnetic 
energy, which gives rise to an inductive reactance as seen at a reference plane normal to the slot 
axis and coincident with the end of the slot.
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Figure 2-15: Field and current distributions in the vicinity of a shorted slotline
Like an open-end in a microstrip line, the short end in a slotline is not purely reactive. There are 
losses associated with the short end that are due to the propagation power in surface waves, and 
radiation in the form of space waves, and these can be described in terms of an equivalent 
resistance R presented by the discontinuity to the rest of the circuit.
It has been demonstrated [2.2] that at the normalized end of a shorted slotline on a dielectric 
substrate, radiated space waves and surface waves are strongly excited. The equivalent circuit of a 
short end is, therefore, a series combination of an inductor and a resistor. It may be mentioned that 
a slotline short end is frequently used in slotline circuits and has the same significance as an open 
end in microstrip circuits.
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The cross section of a coupled microstrip-slotline is shown in figure 2-16. It consists of a slotline 
in the ground plane of a microstrip line. It has been observed that two types of modes propagate in 
this transmission line: quasi-microstrip mode and the quasi-slotline mode [2.2]. The electric field 
distribution for these modes is shown in figures 2-16a and 2-16b. The mode in 2-16a has the field 
distribution similar to that of a microstrip line. Since it has even symmetry, it is also called the 
even-mode. Similarity, the mode in 2-16b is called the odd-mode, and the field distribution is 
similar to that in a slotline.
h
Î
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S r DielectricSubstrate
S
Slotline
Figure 2-16: Cross section of a coupled microstrip-slotline and the field distribution for
(a) Even mode (b) Odd mode
It is noted that for the even mode, the effective dielectric constant decreases, and the characteristic 
impedance increases, with increasing slot width. This is because the effect of free space below the 
slotline becomes more pronounced. This mode can be used to realize very high impedances, o f the 
order of 200 Q to 300 Q. Quite the opposite is true of the behaviour of the odd mode. This mode 
is less sensitive to the presence of the strip. It may be due to the fact that most of the energy in this 
mode is confined near the slot.
Most of the circuits, where a slotline is used, also incorporate microstrip lines. Thus a microstrip- 
to-slotline transmission is often necessary. The fabrication of the microstrip-to-slotline transition 
can easily be included in the MIC fabrication routine when an arrangement is made for etching
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the substrate on both sides. Figure 2-17 shows the configuration of a microstrip-to-slotline 
transition.
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Figure 2-17: Microstrip-to-slotline transition configuration
The microstrip and slotline are fabricated on opposite sides of a substrate, and cross at right angles. 
The microstrip extends about one quarter of a wavelength beyond the slot. The transition can be 
fabricated using the usual photo-etching process and is thus easily reproducible. Also, as the 
microstrip part of the circuit can be placed on one side of the substrate and the slotline part on the 
other side, this transition makes two-level circuit design possible. Coupling between the slotline 
and microstrip line occurs by means of the magnetic field.
2.5 Multilayer Thick Film Technology
Thin film technology has traditionally been the preferred method of implementing microwave 
circuits because conventional thick film technology yielded poor resolution and high losses. The 
disadvantages of using thin film technology are high operating cost and time-consuming 
processing steps. However, the rapid growth in commercial microwave technology, particularly 
for wireless communication, has created a demand for low-cost, high quality microwave 
fabrication technologies that are also suitable for high volume production. With rapid 
development in novel thick film materials and advanced thick film circuit patterning techniques, 
modem thick film technologies are well placed to meet the key requirements. They can offer low 
conductor and dielectric losses, with good surface finishes and the ability to realise fine circuit
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geometries. Conventional thick-film technologies after having overcome their limitations are ideal 
in offering a cheaper and more efficient alternative to the implementation of circuits in the 
microwave range.
Standard Thick Fiim Process
Print Dry Fire
Figure 2-18: Standard thick film process
Printing: A convenient thick film screen printer is used to print the paste to a constant thickness. 
The screen used can be an oversized image of the final pattern (to minimise paste wastage). The 
printed substrate is then dried at 100° C for 10 minutes. All printing can be performed under 
normal lighting conditions.
Firing: After water rinsing and diying of the substrate it is fired in the normal way using a belt 
furnace with air atmosphere and standard 850° C firing profile parameters.
Figure 2-19: Direct paste printer
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Figure 2-20: Full thick film process fabrication laboratory
2.6 Conclusions and Discussions
The principles and topologies of a microstrip patch antenna and its conventional feeding 
techniques have been presented in this chapter. Electromagnetic coupling has been shown to be a 
very attractive means of energizing the patch antenna in an integrated circuit.
In the next chapter, a travelling-wave feed technique for coupling electromagnetism to a linearly 
polarized patch antenna is presented. The patch is excited through a non-resonant slotline miming 
beneath the microstrip patch.
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Chapter 3 
Travelling-Wave Feed Linearly Polarized 
Patch Antenna
3.1 Introduction
As mentioned in chapter 2, there are numerous techniques for feeding patch anteimas. Hovyever, 
the two main techniques which are composed of microstrip lines with a front-end fed corporate 
feed network and via probe through the dielectric sibstrate, have a number of disadvantages. In 
particular, the front-end networks can cause significant unwanted coupling and the probe-fed 
arrangements involve a relatively complex multilayer structure, which is inherently unsuitable for 
monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) application and difficult to implement in hybrid 
circuits at higher microwave frequencies.
With the increasing demand to integrate patch anteimas with MMICs and additional requirements 
of more structure integrability between circuits and antennas, these two feed techniques are 
diffcult to implement. One of the more prominent solutions is the use of the aperture coupling 
technique. This structure was first proposed by Pozar in 1985 [3.1] by using a circular slot as the 
coupling aperture. Conventionally, the feed consists of a microstrip line designated on the lower 
dielectric substrate whilst the radiating patch is positioned on the top substrate and the aperture is 
located in the ground plane between two layers of dielectric substrate. In [3.2 -  3.7], this 
electromagnetic coupling configuration was utilized to provide wide-bandwidth and dual­
polarization capabilities. Aperture coupled patch antenna sub-arrays for wireless communications
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applications was also discussed. A similar electromagnetically coupled configuration is the use of 
resonant slot structure with microstrip line feed [3.8 -  3.10]. Coplanar waveguide (CPW) feed 
slot-structures have also been demonstrated [3.11].
As compared with the direct probe or microstrip feeding approachs, aperture and slot coupled 
configurations require no physical contact with the anteimas and provide wider bandwidth with 
the feasibility of optimizing the thickness and dielectric constant of the of the substrate. Another 
distinct advantage is their suitable geometries for monolithic integration and also, the simple 
mechanism for electromagnetic excitation.
In this chapter, a non-resonant slotline feed technique for linearly polarized patch antenna is 
presented based on the slotline-feed proposed by Tang in [3.12]. Energy is coupled to the 
radiating patches via a continuous slotline in the microstrip ground plane. This allows a radiating 
patch, or an array of patches, together with the feeding slotline to be fabricated on single substrate, 
thus minimising device areas in MMICs. Moreover, this significantly reduces unwanted radiation, 
leading to a travelling-wave antenna structure with the advantage of efficient integration of shunt 
devices, which is extremely suitable for linearly or circularly polarized antenna structures.
Figure 3-1 shows the basic structure of a linearly polarized slotline fed patch antenna with patch 
length L and width W, where L is the resonant dimension of the fundamental radiating mode. The 
slotline is located in the microstrip ground plane running under the centre of the patch. A portion 
of the signal travelling along the slotline will be coupled to the radiating patch through the 
substrate with the amount of coupling dependent on the relative position of the slotline and patch. 
Because the feeding signals are not terminated at the radiating patch like other feeding techniques, 
the continuous travelling-wave can then be used to excite subsequent radiating patches to form a 
travelling-wave antenna structure.
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With slotlines being the transmission line media, lines and components can be grounded 
effectively without the use of through-substrate via holes. Also, the avoidance of unwanted 
coupling between adjacent lines in microstrip, which requires lines to be significantly separated 
and results in increased device area, is no longer a problem. Shunt components such as diodes and 
capacitors can be easily integrated into the circuit.
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Figure 3-1: Microstrip patch antenna fed from a 
continuous slotline in the ground plane (Geometry used for 3-D modelling)
The antenna structure shown in figure 3-1 was modelled using with the radiating patch and the 
ground planes being perfect conductors to avoid existence of fields inside the conductors. An 
electromagnetic structure simulator, Ansofl™ High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS™), 
which is a 3-D vector finite element solver and uses Maxwell’s equation to solve electromagnetic 
field problem in passive 3-D structures, was used to examine the precise distribution of the 
electric and magnetic fields on the radiating patch. Two blocks of air isolating the conducting 
background and the structure were placed above and below the substrate to allow near-field 
analysis of the radiating patch.
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Figure 3-2: HFSS™ simulation showing (a) Electric field distribution and 
(b) Magnetic field distribution on the surface of the radiating patch [3.121
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The results of HFSS™ simulation of the electric and magnetic field distribution on the surface of 
the radiating patch are shown in figure 3-2. Examination of the field distributions indicates clearly 
that the patch is being excitied into resonance. The electric fields on the radiating patch can be 
decomposed into vertical (normal to the patch) and the horizontal (parallel to the patch) 
components, which are confined near the two main radiating edges. The vertical components of 
the fields on both radiating edges are 180° out-of-phase and therefore cancel while the horizontal 
components are in phase and therefore combine to give maximum radiated field.
It has been demonstrated [3.12] that the fields fi"om a slotline are sharply propagated into the 
substrate and are largely confined in the region above the slotline. It can be seen later (figures 3- 
13 to figure 3-15) that the intensity of the radiation field in the centre region above the patch 
increases with an offset between the center of the slotline and the centre of the radiating patch.
3.2 Microstrip-to-Slotline Configuration
As discussed in section 3-1, the novel slotline feeding technique has demonstrated the feasibility 
of electromagnetically energizing the radiating patch antenna above it. Before presenting the 
overall structure of the travelling-wave feed linearly patch antenna, two microstrip-to-slotline 
transitions, which are used to provide the continuously propagating travelling-wave in the slotline 
channel in the ground plane, are discussed in this section.
Due to fabrication limitations with the conventional etching process, it is difficult to provide the 
narrow slot required to give a characteristic impedance of 50 Q, and the fabrication process may 
generate non-uniform slotline sidewalls. So, the width of the slotline channel was chosen to be 
500 pm, giving an impedance of 111.1 Q. A two-section quarter-wave transformer [3.13] was 
used to match the 50 Q microstrip line to the impedance of the slotline channel as shown in figure 
3-3.
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Figure 3-3: ADS™ simulation model (a) Microstrip and (b) Microstrip-to-slotline
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Figure 3-4: ADS™ simulated Sn and S2 1 parameters of models shown in 3-3
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As explained in chapter 1, using a substrate of lower dielectric constant can increase the fringing 
fields and the radiated power of the patch antenna. For our initial work, the test circuit was 
fabricated using RT/Duroid 5870 dielectric substrate (by Rogers Corporation®) with a dielectric 
constant, £> of 2.33 and thickness, h of 1.575 mm (Appendix F).
70.000 mm
A -  . '
Figure 3-5: Fabricated (a) Microstrip and microstrip-to-slotline 
(b) Top plane (c) Bottom plane
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A 3D planar EM simulator, (Momentum™ by Agilent™) was used to simulate the structures 
shown in figure 3-3. The detailed methods for deriving the dimensions of the microstrip lines and 
slotline are presented in chapter 4, which discuss the 5 GHz travelling-wave feed CP four-patch 
array. The simulated Su and S21 parameters for both structures are shown in figure 3-4. Excellent 
Sn values less than -  35 dB are obtained for both configurations close to the resonant frequency. 
However, a lower S21 parameter with values less than -  1 dB results from the incorporation of 
slotline as compared with the structure without the presence of the slotline. This reduction in the 
transfer of energy from port 1 to port 2 can be accounted for by the free-space radiation of the 
fields propagating in the slotline.
Figure 3-6 shows the simulation and measured data for the microstrip-to-slotline transition 
structure. It is evident that there is good agreement between theoretical and experimental return 
loss and insertion loss. Slight differences in the frequency response indicate that the effective 
quarter-wave stub lengths at the microstrip-to-slotline transition were somewhat less than the 
designed value. During fabrication, alignment of the masks that establish the positions of the 
microstrip-to-slotline transitions is critical if  the expected performance is to be obtained.
Sim ulation —  
M easu rem en t —
DQ -10
Sim ulation —  
M easu rem en t —  -
m
-60 4 
#  -80
.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
Frequency(GHz)
- 100 -
3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 3-6; ADS™ simulation and measured Sn and S2 1  parameters of 
microstrip-to-slotline transition structure
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3.3 Travelling-Wave Feed Linearly Polarized Patch Antenna
In this section, the overall structure of the travelling-wave fed linearly polarized patch antenna is 
presented. As shown in figure 3-1, a rectangular patch antenna is positioned on the top conductor 
plane and the slotline channel in the bottom conductor plane. It is expected that a portion of the 
signal propagating along the slotline channel in the ground plane will be coupled to the patch 
antenna through the substrate with the amount of coupling dependent on the relative position of 
the slotline and patch.
L ength L 
M--------------------- W
W idth W Rectangular
Patch
+ Voltage A
Resonant
Range
Resonemt
Range
-ve and +ve nature of the cheirge 
distribution euises because the 
patch is half-wave iX/2) long at 
dominate mode TMio
W idth W
Length L
V oltage
Figure 3-7: Voltage distribution on a resonant patch
Figure 3-7 shows the distribution of voltage across a resonate patch. The slotline is positioned 
beneath the patch, and oriented such that it is parallel to side W. If the slotline is located at the 
centre of the patch there will be little coupling, as this corresponds to a minimum voltage position. 
With the location of the slotline nearer to the radiating edge W of the patch, a portion of the 
travelling-wave will be coupled to the resonant patch through the substrate. The distance between 
the centre of the slotline channel and the centre of the resonant patch is defined as offset in this 
research work A geometry depicting the offset arrangement is shown in figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-8: Definition of offset
3.3.1 Effects of Slotline Offset on Energization Strength
Having explained the coupling mechanism behind the travelling-wave feed technique, this section 
gives detail of the investigation into the effect of different amount of offsets on the electric field 
and radiation parameters of the patch antenna. As shovra in figure 3-9, the initial resonant patch 
was centrally positioned with respect to the centre of the slotline. A second arrangement with the 
incorporation of a 2000 pm offset between the centre of the resonant patch and slotline is used to 
verify the increase in the coupling strength. A further arrangement of 4000 pm offset is used to 
determine the effect of a greater amount of offset on the coupling performance.
It is evident from the HFSS™ simulation models presented in figures 3-10 to 3-12 that the 
intensity of the electric field distribution increases with a greater amount of offset. This is further 
justified with the ADS™ simulation models shown in figures 3-13 to 3-15 that show how the 
intensity of the electric field distribution from the centre of the resonant patches increases with the 
inclusion of a greater offset.
R esonant
Patch
R esonant
Patch
R esonant
Patch
Slotline Slotline Slotline
Centrally 2000pm  4000pm
Positioned Offset Offset
(With respect to  centre of resonant patch)
Figure 3-9: Different offset arrangements for energizing resonant patch
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Patch centrally positioned 
with respect to centre of slotline
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2.30546403
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Figure 3-10: HFSS™ simulated electric field distribution on 
centrally positioned resonant patch
Centre of Patch offset 2000 pm 
with respect to centre of siotline
Figure 3-11: HFSS™ simulated electric field distribution on resonant patch
with 2000 pm offset
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Centre of Patch offset 4000 p.m 
with respect to centre of slotline
Figure 3-12: HFSS™ simulated electric field distribution on resonant patch
with 4000 pm offset
Patch centrally positioned 
with respect to centre of slotline
Figure 3-13: ADS™ simulated radiation pattern of centrally positioned resonant patch
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Centre of Patch offset 2000 pm 
with respect to centre of slotline
Figure 3-14: ADS “ simulated radiation pattern of resonant patch with 2000 pm offset
Centre of Patch offset 4000 pm  
with respect to centre of slotline
Figure 3-15: ADS™ simulated radiation pattern of resonant patch with 4000 pm offset
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3.3.2 Return Loss and Insertion Loss
( a )  Resonant patch centrally positioned with 
respect to centre of slotline
(b) Resonant patch offset 2000 pm with 
respect to centre of slotline
(C) Resonant patch offset 4000 pm with 
respect to centre of slotline
Figure 3-16: Fabricated 5 GHz linearly polarized patch antennas (a) Centrally positioned
(b) 2000 pm offset and (c) 4000 pm offset
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Figure 3-17; Simulation and measured Sn and S2 1 of 5 GHz linearly polarized patch 
antennas (a) Centrally positioned (b) 2000 pm offset and (c) 4000 pm offset
A comparison between the simulated and measured data for 3 different positions of the resonant 
patches is shown in figure 3-17. Good agreement between measured and simulated data has been 
demonstrated for the return loss, with values less than -18 dB in each case. Values of simulation
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and measured insertion loss reduced by around 0.08 dB can be seen between the structures 
beginning from the centrally positioned resonant patch.
The shift in the resonant frequency may be due to the presence of the reactance presented by the 
patches to the slotline, and inaccuracy in the fabrication process, which is a critical factor in 
obtaining the correct microstrip-to-slotline transitions.
3.4 Conclusions and Discussions
It has been demonstrated that an offset slotline can effectively couple energy into a patch on the 
opposite surface of the substrate.
With a slotline located in the microstrip ground plane running under the patch, a portion o f the 
signal travelling along the slotline will be coupled to the radiating patch through the substrate with 
the amount of coupling dependent on the relative positions of the slotline and patch. As 
demonstrated, the coupling strength S21 increases with the incorporation of a greater amount of 
offset. Because the feeding signals are not terminated at the radiating patch like other feeding 
techniques, the continuous travelling-wave can then be used to excite subsequent radiating 
patches to form a travelling-wave antenna structure.
The next chapter will present the work of a 5 GHz CP four-patch array that utilized a circular 
slotline chaimel to provide a source of travelling-wave to feed subsequent resonant patch antennas 
arranged in a circular array.
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Chapter 4 
Circularly Polarized Patch Array with Fixed 
and Incremental Offset
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in chapter 3, electromagnetic coupling based on travelling-wave feed structure for 
linearly polarized microstrip patch antenna has been investigated. Since the electric field vector 
has a single direction along the whole of the propagation axis, the polarization described so far 
has been linearly polarized. If  two plane waves of equal amplitude and orthogonal polarization are 
combined with a 90° phase difference, the resulting wave will be circularly polarized, in that the 
motion of the electric field vector will describe a circle centred on the propagation vector. The 
field vector will rotate by 360° for every wavelength travelled.
Recent key applications of circularly polarized (CP) microstrip antenna revolve around wireless 
local-area network (WLAN), global positioning systems (GPS) and satellite applications, since 
circular polarization can be generated and received using antennas that are oriented in any 
direction around their axis. Circular polarization with an axial ratio close to unity will limit the 
polarization mismatch. A typical specification is that the axial ratio should be no more than 5 dB 
at elevation angles down to the minimum elevation angle o f the satellite constellation.
One of the most commonly used structures, which can be used to meet this requirement, is the 
quadrifilar helix antenna (QHA). This was invented by Kilgus [4.1], [4.2]. However, for satellite
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application, it may be more appropriate to use a CP patch antenna, which is lightweight, low-cost 
and well suited for integration with active devices in monolithic integrated circuits (MIC) 
technology.
The more popular configurations of CP microstrip antennas in the past have been based on the use 
of probe-fed techniques. In [4.3 -  4.5], a single probe-fed CP microstrip patch antenna was 
proposed between 5 and 6 GHz for WLAN applications. However, as mentioned in section 2.3, 
probe feeds are difficult to fabricate in the higher fi-equency band, and are difficult to implement 
and integrate in hybrid MIC designs. Based on the electromagnetic coupling technique, suitable 
feeding methods of CP microstrip antennas at higher frequency bands are the slotline and aperture 
coupled feed. Microstrip antennas with slot feed structures have been discussed in the past [4.6 -  
4.8] to produce circular polarization.
The concept o f generating circular polarization fields based on simultaneous sequential rotation 
and phasing of N independent linearly polarized element was proposed by Nikola Tesla in 1888
[4.9], and has led to the development of CP anteima comprising of an array of linearly polarized 
elements. Thereafter, numerous designs of CP array antenna have been published and a probe-fed 
sixteen-element patch array has been reported in [4.10]. Based on the concepts of Tesla, John 
Huang [4.11 -  4.14] has demonstrated several configurations of array utilizing N element of 
linearly polarized patch to generate circular polarization. As presented in [4.11], an array of four 
probe-fed linearly polarized microstrip patches with element angular orientation and feed phase 
arranged in 0°, 90°, 180°, 270° fashion, was used to produce circular polarization. A Ka-band CP 
high-gain array antenna is also reported in [4.14] for incorporation onto a microspacecraft for 
deep space missions. The array consists of 48 sequentially arranged subarrays with a total o f 192 
elements. Each patch in a subarray is fed via microstrip lines fi'om a centrally located input 
terminate excited through coax connector. This prevents high insertion loss due to the presence of 
the large number of elements employed to achieve the required performance of the antenna.
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Similar methology has also been discussed by Iwasaki in [4.15 -  4.17] to develop a sequentially 
rotated CP array antenna using linearly polarized elements incorporating hybrid couplers and 
semi-rigid cables feed network. Gain improvement has been demonstrated in [4.16] with the 
utilization of multiple ring array configurations.
In this chapter, a 5 GHz CP array antenna composed of four travelling-wave fed linearly polarized 
microstrip patches based on the phase arrangement and aimular orientation (figure 4-1) as 
proposed in [4.11] and [4.15] respectively is presented. Further work involve the development of 
two 5 GHz eight-patch arrays which employ different progressive incremental offset 
arrangements for the consecutive patches lying along the circular slotline chaimel.
180°
2 7 0 0
900
Oo
/ g \  Phase arrangement for 
'  '  wide-band application
©
+ Y
#2
©
e -
©
(b) d = Radius of circular array
Figure 4-1; (a) Phase arrangement of Hnang [4.11] and 
(b) annular orientation of Iwasaki [4.16]
4.2 Four-Patch Array with 2000 |xm Fixed Offset
Figure 4-2 shows the geometry of the proposed CP four-patch array antenna. The structure is 
composed of four planar rectangular radiating patches each with dimensions Lp and Wp, where Lp 
is the resonant dimension for the fundamental mode and Wp is the width. The same travelling-
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wave methology for feeding a single linearly polarized patch as discussed in section 3.3 is applied 
in this four-patch array configuration.
MicroStrip-to-SloUlne Ohannel 
Transition Locations
r Microstrip Ti-ack on Conductor Dane
Tsvo sections Quarter-wase ^  
Impedance Transformer
Planar Rectangular Patch Antenna 
on Conductor Plane 
(Center of patch offset 2 mm 
from Sloilitie Channel)
X
1?^  Slotline Channel in 
Ground Plane
#
Figure 4-2: CP four-patch array configuration
The circuit was fed fi’om 50 Q microstrip and the slotline was excited through a conventional 
microstrip-to-slotline transition. However, the width of the slotline channel, Ws, would be very 
small to give a characteristic impedance of 50 Q and so, to avoid etching problems, the impedance 
of the slotline was increased to 110 Q so that a wider channel could be used. Two, two-section 
quarter-wave microstrip transformers were used to convert the microstrip line impedance from 50 
Q to 110 Q. It should be noted that since the slot is still relatively narrow. Also, since the slotline 
is matched, there will not be significant radiation fi'om the slotline.
A portion of the signal traveling in the slotline will successively excite each patch, providing that 
the slotline is offset fi'om the center o f the patch as discussed in section 3.3. The amount of offset 
will determine the amount of coupling. In this case an offset of 2 mm was chosen to give minimal 
coupling to each patch, so that each patch would receive approximately the same signal. In the
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next section of this chapter, the amount of offset is successively increased around the slotline to 
compensate for the progressive loss of signal in the slotline.
Each patch is linearly polarized, but because there is an annular spacing of Xo/4 between the 
patches they will be successively excited 90° out of phase. This phase arrangement of 0° 90° 
180° 270° will lead to the generation of circular polarization as originally established by Huang in 
[4.11] using probe fed patches and a corporate feed structure. In this work, a circular slotline 
channel, of width Ws, runs in the ground plane beneath the patches. The travelling-wave feed 
technique utilizing a circular slotline channel offers the advantages of being able a less complex 
feed structure and the 90° phase shift is easily implemented with an annular spacing of XJA  
between the patches along the circular slotline. Moreover, it offers ease of fabrication at higher 
fi'equencies with low production costs and is particularly suitable for incorporating in multilayer 
circuits. Also, in comparison with the technique proposed by Iwasaki, the travelling-wave 
technique presented in this work does not require a feed network with hybrid couplers and phase 
shifters to create the proper phase distributions.
As shown in figure 4-3, the consecutive linearly polarized patches in the array positioned along 
the circular slotline channel, are sequentially fed so as to produce circular polarization. With a 
single pulse of excitation, the first patch along the circular slotline in the array will be energized at 
time instant t = 0 and subsequent patches will be energized at delayed time intervals of T/4, which 
is the time duration for the pulse to cover the distance of Xos/4.
The behaviour of consecutive patches as a function of time is illustrated in figures 4-5 and 4-6. 
This computationally clarifies radiation behaviour based on the electric and magnetic field 
distributions, as computed using HFSS™. The HFSS™ model of the four-patch array was 
presented in figure 4-4.
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The approach taken by HFSS™ is to use finite element analysis to subdivide the problem region 
into many smaller regions (tetrahedra) where fields may be accurately computed. Although this 
implementation of the finite element method is largely transparent to users of the software, a 
general understanding of it is necessary to ensure that the field solution is as accurate as possible 
for a given amount of computing resources. The meshmaker relies on adaptive refinement to 
focus the computational effort exactly into regions that require it. The optimal mesh for a 
structure is one that has enough tetrahedra to accurately represent a field solution but not so many 
that the available computing resources are overwhelmed. The initial mesh that is generated for 
structure is rarely the optimal mesh. The mesh must be refined -  that is, it has to be divided into 
more tetrahedra to achieve accurate analysis of the fields.
Two important factors have to be considered when there is the necessity to refine the mesh. If  the 
tetrahedra are too large, the fields inside them cannot be interpolated accurately. A large 
tetrahedron located where the field gradients are mild would have similar interpolation error to 
much smaller tetrahedra in a strong gradient region. Since the software does not know the location 
of the strong gradients prior to solving the problem, the initial mesh are seldom adequate. 
Moreover, if  the field inside the vicinity of tetrahedra is changing too rapidly, the fields inside it 
carmot be interpolated accurately.
The radiating patches, microstrip transmission lines and ground planes in this array anteima are 
modelled as perfect conductors to avoid existence of fields inside the objects. The overall 
dimension of the simulation volume was made slightly larger than the patch to allow examination 
of the fields in the immediate vicinity of the patch when excited by the energy coupled from the 
slotline. Be default, all outer surfaces of a structure (except the defined ports and boundaries) are 
shielded with thin perfect conductors by the simulator. This restricts excitation to the specific 
ports o f the structure. Two blocks of air, isolating the conducting background and the structure 
were placed above and below the substrate to allow near-field and far-field analysis o f the 
radiating array. Only the dominant mode solution was considered in the simulation.
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Figure 4.5 shows the predicted field distributions on the patches as a function of time. 
Consequently, patches are excited into resonance at time interval of T/4, which corresponds to the 
XoJA spacing between the patches. As the initial pulse of signal travelled along the slotline 
channel, a portion of the signal is coupled to the first patch due to the arrangement of the 2 mm 
slotline offset. We first represent the time instant when the pulse travels beneath the first patch 
and energises it due to the slotline offset (t = 0). After propagating a distance of A.os/4, the 
remainder of the travelling pulse will reach the resonant edge of the second patch at time instant t 
= T/4. Due to coupling of a portion of the pulse to the first patch, a pulse of reduced strength 
travels beneath the second patch and henceforth, a weaker electric and magnetic field distribution 
are presented. The forth patch in the array shows the least magnitude of the fields on the patch at 
time instant t = 3T/4, as portions of the pulse energy are coupled to the first three patches. Thus, 
we see less energy being coupled to the subsequent patches along the array with a single pulse 
excitation.
Input Output
Single I i
t = T/4 t = T/2
Figure 4-3: Behaviour of consecutive patch radiation with respect to time 
from a single pulse excitation (fixed offset of 2000 pm)
Y
(b )(a)
Figure 4-4: HFSS™ model of four-patch array with fixed offset
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It has been demonstrated through HFSS™ modelling that the travelling-wave feed technique will 
energise all the patches in the array with 90° out-of-phase by employing a Xos/4 slotline 
wavelength to create the phase shift for the subsequent patches. The following sections will detail 
the structure, fabrication and performance of the CP four-patch array antenna.
4.2.1 Patch Array Structure
180 00 mm
0, ^
Figure 4-7: Fabricated 5 GHz CP four-patch array with 2000 pm incremental offset 
(a) Top plane (b) Bottom plane
The CP four-patch array antenna was fabricated on RT/Duroid 5870 substrate material having the 
following parameters: substrate thickness, h = 1.575 mm; substrate dielectric constant, £>., = 2.33 
(Appendix F). Selection of this material was technically based on its low dielectric constant, as a 
lower value of Sr will increase the fringing field at the patch periphery and thus the radiation 
strength. Also, the published values of Sr are constant over a wide frequency range, and the low 
dissipation factor of 0.0012 extends the application of RT/Duroid 5870 to Ku-band and above. 
Typically, Er values less than 2.5 are preferred for antenna applications. Moreover, a thicker 
substrate, apart from being mechanically strong will increase the radiated power, reduce 
conductor loss and improve impedance bandwidth.
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The four-patch array was fed from 50 Q microstrip. As mentioned earlier, the width of the slotline 
channel, fFs, would be very small to give a characteristic impedance of 50 Q and so, to avoid 
etching problems, the impedance of the slotline was increased to 111,1 Q so that a wider channel 
o f 500 pm could be used. The calculation of the slotline impedance Z„s and wavelength Xos can 
be expressed in terms of the dielectric constant o f the substrate Sr, width of the slotline channel 
JVs, free-space wavelength A-oand the height of the substrate h [4.18].
Table 4-1 Parameters of slotline impedance and wavelength calculation
Parameters Values
Dielectric constant Sr 2.33
Substrate height h 01.575 mm
Free-space wavelength A-o 60.000 mm
Slotline width Ws 00.500 mm
For values of Sr between 2.22 and 3.8, with the WjÀo ratio between 0.0015 and 0.075:
Z.. = 60+ 3 .69sin [^^ '
2.36
+ 1 3 3 .510 g e(l OSr)yJWJAo 
+ 2.81[l-0.011fr(4.48 + log.fr)](lF.//z)log.(100A/Z) 
+ 131.1(1.028—logefr)V/t/Zo 
W J h+12.48(1+0.181og,gr)
^ € r - 2 . 0 6 + 0 . S 5 ( W J h y
(4.1)
and
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X/Zo = 1 .0 4 5 -0 .3  651ogefr
(238 .64  + 100r./A )
- [ 0 . 1 4 8 - i : H ^ ^ A £ ^ ] l „ g , ( A / 2 . )
lOOgr
where free-space wavelength Ao can be calculated in terms of free-space transmission speed c and 
the operating frequency fo  [4.19]:
Zo =  —  (4.3)
For values of Sr between 2.22 and 3.8, with the WJXo ratio between 0.075 and 1.0:
Z« = 133+10.34(gr-1.8)"
+ 2 .8 7 [2 .9 6  + (gr-1 .582)^]  
• [ { W J h + 2 3 2 s r -Q .5 6 }  
.{ (3 2 .5 -6 .6 7 fO (1 0 0 /7 /Z < ,)" - l} f"  
-(6 8 4 .4 5 A /Z .) (g r  + 1.35)" 
+ U .2 3 { { s r - \ .1 2 2 )W s lZ o f
and
%,/% = l . 194-0 .241og .gr
0.621(PF,/;L )gr^""
{ \ 3 A A 4 - W s l h )
- 0 .0 6 1 7 [ 1 .9 1 - ^ ^ ^ ] l o g . ( / z / Z » )  
Sr
(4.4)
(4.5)
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To obtain the microstrip transformation network to facilitate matching between the input 
impedance and slotline impedance, two-section quarter-wave microstrip transformers were used 
to convert the microstrip line impedance from 50 Q to 111.1 Q.
X,oml/4± r Z o m 2  
"2 ----------' ^ o m 1
I b m ^  I o m i ^  I o m 2 ^
■om3
g M -A p m 3 /4  „
Figure 4-8: Parameters of microstrip-to-slotline transition
Based on the theory of reflection, the following equations [4.20] can be employed:
7  , — Z 7Z^om\ 
7    7  3/4 y  1/4Z^oml —
(4.6)
Each section has the same electrical length, fil, and will be a quarter-wave long at the matching 
frequency fo. In this calculation, the load Zoms (Zom3 = 2^) is assumed to be purely resistive. Since 
the theory employed is approximate, the range o f Zo„ 3 is restricted to about
0 . 5Zom < Zomi < 2Zom
Although the impedance of Zom3 is more than the upper limit of 2Zom, by around 10 %, it will not 
have a significant effect on the overall impedance performance of the matching network as shown 
by the Sn values in chapter 3.
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The characteristic impedance of a microstrip transmission line can be mathematically expressed 
as [4.21]:
where
Zom =  ^^ = lo g e{ F i/M + V l + 4/w^}
iTTyJSre
(4.7)
F, = 6+(2;r-6).exp{-(30.666/wy'""}
and
77o =  120;t Q
u = W I h
2 2 u
(4.8)
in which
6 = 0.564(— 
£, + 0.3
.0.053
For Z.VfZ > 8 9 .9 1 , that is, ^ > 1 .5 2 ,
W  _  8 exp (A) 
h exp (2^)-2 (4.9)
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For Z.VZI < 8 9 .9 1 , that is, .4 < 1 .52 .
W  2
 = —{5 —1 —lo g e (2 5  —1)
h  7t
+ % A [ i o g . ( s _ l )  + 0 . 3 9 - — ]}
2Sr S r
(4.10)
where
.4 =  + ^ 7 z 1 { 0 .2 3 + — }
60 2 £ r  +  V  S r
B =
Z  om^J S r
A microstrip-to-slotline transition can be realised by employing the same arrangement as 
demonstrated in chapter 3. The slotline, which is etched on the one side of the substrate, is crossed 
at right angle by a microstrip conductor on the opposite side. The microstrip extends about one 
quarter of a wavelength beyond the centre of the slot. Coupling between the microstrip and 
slotline occurs by means of the magnetic field as shown in chapter 2.
The patches have dimensions Lp and Wp, where Lp is the resonant dimension for the fundamental 
mode (TMio) and Wp is the width, as defined in [4.21]. The length can be calculated from the 
following equation
wheref  is the resonant frequency.
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The factor in (4.11) is due to the loading by the substrate. In practice, the fields are not 
confined to the patch, and a fraction of the field lie outside the patch physical dimensions. This is 
called the fringing field and this effect can be included in the effective dielectric constant V i l  for
a microstrip line of line Wp on the given substrate. With the replacement of by , (4.11) 
becomes
Also, the effect of fi-inging field can be described in terms of an additional line length of àL? on 
either ends of the patch length. Consequently, the patch length Lp becomes
Lp = —^ .— -2A Lp  (4.13)
2 fr y J £ r e
where
and
The optimum value of Wp can be written as [4.22]
r , = — j—  (4.16)
, ^ 1
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With an annular spacing of (Xos + ^os /4) between consecutive patches to prevent mutual coupling 
between the patches and inclusion of the appropriate phase shift o f A, os /4, the mean diameter of 
the circular slotline channel was 100 mm. Photographs of the upper and lower conductor planes of 
the four-patch array antenna are shown in figure 4.7.
The key antenna parameters are summarized in table 4-2.
Table 4-2 Parameters of four-patch array antenna
P aram eters V alues
Input microstrip impedance Zom 50.00 Q
1“ section quarter-wave microstrip transformer impedance Zomi 60.90 a
1®* section quarter-wave microstrip transformer length Xomi/4 10.69 mm
2"  ^section quarter-wave microstrip transformer impedance Zom2 90.30 Q
2"  ^section quarter-wave microstrip transformer length A^ m2/4 10.93 mm
Microstrip impedance Zoms of microstrip-to-slotline transition l l l . l O Q
Microstrip length Xom3/4 of microstrip-to-slotline transition 11.05 mm
Slotline channel impedance Zos l l l . l O Q
Slotline channel width Ws 00.50 mm
Slotline length A,o/4 of slotline-to-microstrip transition 12.59 mm
Radius of circular slotline channel r 50.00 mm
Patch length Lp 19.00 mm
Patch width Wp 23.00 mm
(90°) annular phase length (X-os + A-os /4) between patches 62.96 mm
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4.2.2 Input Impedance
Prior to fabrication of the CP four-patch array, a circuit consisting of a circular slotline channel 
fed by microstrip line as shown in figure 4-9, was fabricated to establish the effects of the 
transitions and the slotlines alone.
180.00 mm
Microstrip
Figure 4-9: Fabricated 5 GHz microstrip-to-circular-slotlme transitions circuit 
(a) Top plane (b) Bottom plane
If the antenna is not matched to the interconnecting transmission line, a standing wave is induced 
along the transmission line. The ratio of the maximum voltage to the minimum voltage along the 
line is called the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR), which is commonly associated with the 
impedance performance. As defined in [4.21];
VSWR = i + | r |  
1 - 1  r  I
(4.17)
where F  is the input reflection coefficient and it is theoretically related to Zo and Z„, [4.21] by:
T = Z , - Z  
Z» + z
(4 .18)
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where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line and is the input impedance of 
the antenna. In practical, VSWR must be less than 2 to ensure more than 90 % of the power is 
transferred from the input transmission line into the antenna. Also, we usually use VSWR < 2 to 
establish the bandwidth.
Good agreement was achieved between the HFSS™ simulated and measured magnitudes of Sn 
( F )  without the presence of the patch array and this agreement is shown in figure 4-10. The 
optimum measured Sn was obtained at 4.81 GHz with a value less than -  30 dB. According to 
equation (4.18), the magnitude of the optimum measured input impedance as presented in figure 
4-11, corresponds to the magnitude of the measured Sn in figure 4-10. Using the condition 
VSWR < 2, the measured bandwidth was 11.6 %, between 5.13 GHz and 4.55 GHz. Thus, it was 
shown that the microstrip-to-slotline circuitry without the presence of the patch-array was well 
matched and gave a reasonable bandwidth.
Observation of the simulated and measured Sn parameter for the CP four-patch array in figure 4- 
12, shows a lower optimum measured magnitude of Sn at 4.86 GHz with values less than -  25 dB. 
Around 12 % bandwidth (VSWR < 2) is achieved between 5.2 GHz and 4.6 GHz. A slight shift in 
the resonant frequency is evident and this may be due to the presence of the reactance presented 
by the patches to the circular slotline channel. It may also be affected by errors in fabrication, as 
alignment between the top and bottom conductor planes is critical in achieving the correct 
microstrip-to-slotline transition.
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Figure 4-10; Simulated and measured Sn of microstrip-to-circular-slotline 
transition (figure 4-9)
1: 5 3 .2 5 9  ft 0 .4 5 5 1 ft 1 4 .9 2 9  pH 4 8 1 1 .5 8 0  332 MHz
START 4 0 0 0 .0 0 0  0 8 0  MHz STOP G 0 0 0 .0 0 0  0 8 0  MHz
Figure 4-11: Optimum measured input impedance of microstrip-to-circular-slotline
transition (figure 4-9)
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Figure 4-12: Simulated and measured Sn of 5 GHz CP four-patch array
S i l 1  U F S l :  54 .1 4 4  Û - 3 .1 9 7 3  ft 1 0 .034 pF 4 8 5 8 .3 8 0  382 MHz
/ //
START 4 0 0 0 .0 0 0  0 0 0  MHz STOP. 6 0 0 0 .0 0 0  0 0 0  MHz
Figure 4-13: Optimum measured input impedance of 5 GHz CP four-patch array
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4.2.3 Radiation Pattern and Gain
This section describes the coordinate system of the antenna discussed with representation of an 
antenna radiation pattern and the measurement setup for the antenna under test.
X
Figure 4-14: Coordinate system for antenna performance
Figure 4-14, shows the spherical polar coordinate system for an antenna [4.21] placed at the origin, 
which is a point in the antenna’s radiation pattern at which is gain, is zero. Often the z-axis is 
taken to be the vertical direction (elevation plane) and the x-y plane is horizontal (azimuth plane),
in which case (j) denotes the azimuth angle. Here ^  and ^  are unit vectors in the directions of
increase of the respective coordinates. Consider the antenna in figure 4-14 to be a Hertzian dipole, 
which is a piece of straight wire whose length L and diameter are both very much less than one 
wavelength, carrying a current 1(0) which is uniform along its origin and surrounded by fi-ee space. 
If  this dipole is placed along the z-axis at the origin, then in accordance with Maxwell’s equation, 
it radiates fields which are given as follows. (Note that a phase term has been dropped ft-om 
these equations for simplicity, and all o f the fields are actually varying sinusoidally in time.)
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(4.19)
E r = Zo [1 + — ] COS Û
2nr^ Jkr
4 w  jkr
Hr = 0, H 4 = 0, = 0
In the far field, the terms in and higher can be neglected, so the fields are given by
Anr
H . = j M < ^ s i n a  (4.20)
47ur
Er = 0 , E ^  =  0, Hr = 0, H e  = 0 
Two important points to note from equation (4.20) are:
• The only non-zero fields are Ee and H^. Hence the total electric and magnetic fields are 
transverse to each other in any instant of time.
• The ratio Ee / H|, = Zo, so the fields are in phase and the wave impedance is 1207t ohms,
just as for plane waves in free space.
The antenna radiation pattern is the display of the radiation properties of the antenna as a function 
of the spherical coordinates (6,(|)). More specifically, it is a plot of the power radiated from an 
antenna per unit solid angle, or its radiation intensity U [watts per unit solid angle]. It can be
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represented by simply multiplying the power density at a given distance by the square of the 
distance r, where the power density S  [watts per square metre] is given by the magnitude of the 
time-averaged Poynting vector:
U  = r^S  (4.21)
For example, in the case of an antenna radiating equally in all direction, an isotropic anterma, if 
the total power radiated by the antenna is P, then the power is spread over a sphere of radius r, so 
the power density at this distance and in any direction is
P  P
S  = — = -  2 (4.22)
Area Anr
The radiation intensity is then
U = r^S = —  (4.23)
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which is clearly independent of r. In the case of an infinitesimal dipole, the time-averaged 
Poynting vector is given by
Say = — E e H (4.24)
Hence, using equation (4.20), the radiation pattern is
U  = = (4.25)
2 Z  2 47Ü
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As shown in figure 4-15, two common terms associated with the radiation field fi-om a 
transmitting antenna are near-field and far-field, which are characterized by the complex Poynting 
vector, E X H, in which E is the electric field and H is the magnetic field [4.21].
J
\
Reactive \  Radiating Near-Field \  Radiating Far-Field
Field
r =
(Fresnel Region) (Fraunhofer Region)
271 r =
r  > 2 D ' or 10X
Figure 4-15: Definition of near-field and far-field regions
The reactive field is confined to the space immediately surrounding the antenna. The extent of 
this space is 0 < r  < 'kHu. In this region the Poynting vector is predominately reactive (non­
radiating) that is, these field patterns behave like reactance which only store, but do not dissipate, 
energy. It has all the three components in spherical coordinates (r, 0, <{)) and decays more rapidly 
than Mr.
Beyond the immediate neighbourhood of the reactive field, the radiating near-field begins to 
dominate. The extent of this region is XHn < r <  2D^/X, where D is the largest dimension of the 
antenna and A, is the wavelength. This region can be divided into two subregions. For TJItz < r<  
dV4A, the fields decay more rapidly than 1/R. For D^/41 < r  < 2DVA,, the fields decay is Mr. 
Fields within this range is dependent on r and this region is often referred to as the Fresnel zone.
Further away the radiating far-field region r > 2D^/X or IDA the Poynting vector is real (only 
radiating fields) and has only two components in spherical coordinates (0,(|)). This region is known
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as the Fraunhofer zone. Within the far-field region the wavefronts approximate to spherical 
waves, so that only the power radiated in a particular direction is o f importance, rather than the 
particular shape of the antenna. Henceforth, in order to obtain accurate measured data of the 
antenna far-field performance, near-field waves effect should be avoided during the measurement 
process, as receivers will be far apart in practical applications. Moreover, it is particularly 
important to keep other objects out of the near-field, since they may greatly alter the designed 
radiation and impedance characteristics.
Typical distances between the receiver and transmitter during the radiation pattern measurement 
should be well into the far-field region, which is usually greater than 10 Aq. In the measurement 
reported here, a far field range of 1.5 m was used. Also, the anterma under test was positioned 
reasonably high from the ground to avoid received signals from the specular ground reflection. 
The equipment was also spaced an adequate distance from the chamber walls.
The testing and evaluation of anterma parameters is normally performed in anterma ranges. 
Typically, there exist indoor and outdoor ranges and there are associated limitations for both. 
Outdoor ranges are not protected from environmental conditions, while indoor ranges are limited 
by space restrictions. Indoor ranges make use of anechoic chambers, which are chambers lined 
with radar absorbing materials to eliminate reflections from the walls. In our case, indoor 
measurement is employed and a rectangular chamber was used, which typically supported 
frequencies above 1 GHz.
A rotating stepping motor working at 3 rpm was employed. Measurement data for a complete 360 
degree radiation pattern plot in the z-y plane was obtained with a single revolution in 20 seconds. 
An Agilent™ 83623B signal generator working from 10 MHz to 20 GHz was used to provide the 
continuous input signal to the antenna under test. A dipole antenna acting as a receiver was 
coimected to an Agilent™ E4407B spectrum analyzer working between 9 KHz and 25.5 GHz.
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The time-base of the spectrum analyzer was set to provide a single sweep time of 20 seconds, 
with 360 sampling points within this time frame so as to provide one sampling point for each 
degree of rotation. The stepping-motor utilized is able to provide sufficient sampling points to 
correctly represent a complete 360-degree radiation pattern plot, since the pattern has a broad 
beam. As shown in figure 4-16, more sampling points are needed if there is a radiation pattern 
with high rates of change especially near the null point.
DirectMty Rotation 
A ntenna
Direftwity ^ 1 8 “ R o ta t io n
A ntenna
Insufficient data to 
represent pattern near 
null point
(a)Suitable sampling angle ( b  ) Sampling angle Is too large to represent the pattern
Figure 4-16: Effect of the sampling angles on radiation pattern
Figure 4-17 presents the optimum simulation and measured radiation pattern at 4.94 GHz in the z- 
y  (elevation) plane. It can be observed that higher level of received power occurred between 0° 
and 90° whilst a lower power level is obtained from 90° to 180° (Figure 4-18). This behaviour 
corresponds to the electric and magnetic field predicted in figures 4-5 and 4-6 respectively. Due to 
the employment of fixed offset slotline arrangement for all patches in the array, subsequent 
patches along the circular slotline will be energised with a lower power levels from the travelling- 
wave signal after energy being coupled to the earlier patch/patches. A measured front-to-back 
ratio of around 25 dB shows a reasonably strong difference of electric field strength between the 
front and back radiation along direction of maximum gain.
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Figure 4-17: Optimum simulated and measured z-y (elevation) plane radiation pattern of
5 GHz CP four-patch array at 4.94 GHz (Normalization reference is -40 dBm)
Greater amount 
of coupled signal 
between 0° and 90 o
Reduced amount 
ofcoupled signal 
between 90<> and 180°
Figure 4-18: Effect of fixed slotline offset arrangement on radiation pattern through 
a 360 degree resolution in the z-y (elevation) plane
There are two basic methods that can be used to measure the gain, normally the absolute gain and 
gain comparison techniques. The absolute gain method requires no prior knowledge of the 
transmitting or receiving antenna gain. For identical receiving and transmitting antennas, one 
measurement and use of the transmission formula is sufficient to determine the gain. In the gain 
comparison method, pre-calibrated standard gain antennas are used to determine the absolute gain 
of the antenna under test.
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In our case, the gain comparison method is used. Initially, a 5 GHz reference dipole is employed 
as the receiving antenna and the measured received power strength was -51 dBm, With the 
replacement of the dipole antenna by the 5 GHz CP four-patch array anterma, the maximum 
received power was -41.5 dBm at 4.94 GHz. Henceforth, a gain of around 9.5 dBy is obtained 
with this four-patch array anterma. Further work based on two eight-patch arrays is presented in 
the later part of this chapter that demonstrated significant improvement on the gain performance.
4.2.4 Circular Polarization and Axial Ratio
Polarization is the property of the electric field vector that defines its variation in direction and 
magnitude with respect to time. The electric vector can be decomposed into two spacially 
orthogonal component vectors, and it is the variation of these component vectors that determines 
the polarization.
In most practical cases, the component waves could be of unequal amplitudes, or at a phase angle 
other than 90°. The result is an elliptically polarized wave, where the electric field vector still 
rotates at the same rate but varies in amplitude with time. In this case, the wave is characterised 
by the ratio between the maximum and minimum values of the instantaneous electric field, known 
as the axial ratio, AR:
AR  =  (4.26)
Axial ratio is defined to be positive for left-hand polarization (counter clockwise rotation in the 
direction of propagation) and negative for right-hand hand polarization (clockwise rotation in the 
direction of propagation). Polarization may be classified as linear, circular or elliptical as 
illustrated in figure 4-19.
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Figure 4-19: Various polarizations of antennas
Figure 4-20 shows the optimum simulated and measured circular polarization. The same stepping 
motor as employed in the previous section for measuring the radiation pattern is used to obtain 
one complete 360° revolution of polarization in the x-y plane. The best axial ratio of this right- 
hand polarization occurred at 4.96 GHz, with AR =1.2  dB. As observed, gradual reduction in the 
polarization strength with the advancement of the rotation angle is presented (figure 4-22). This 
characteristic is also obtained in the measured radiation pattern as shown in figure 4-17. As 
mentioned, it is purely due to the fixed slotline offset arrangement for all the subsequent patches 
in the array and is not because o f error in the phase or annular orientation of the patches. Although 
this characteristic is undesired, the optimum measured axial ratio is still reasonable at 1.2 dB.
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Figure 4-20: Optimum simulated and measured x-y (azimuth) plane circular polarization of 
5 GHz CP four-patch array at 4.96 GHz (Normalization reference is -46 dBm)
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Figure 4-21: Simulated and measured axial ratio of 5 GHz CP four-patch array
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Figure 4-22: Effect of fixed slotline offset arrangement on circular polarization through 
a 360 degree resolution in the x-y (azimuth) plane
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The reasonably high quality of circular polarization is due to the absence of the spatial phase 
delay (Av|/’)
A ^ ' = AroAxsin^ (4.27)
that is formed between two orthogonally polarized elements as shown in figure 4-23. Assuming 
that the patches which are arranged along a circular slotline are now re-arranged along a straight 
slotline in the x  direction, distance between two subsequent patches is represented as Ac. Since 
each patch in the array is energised via a slotline structure by a travelling-wave signal, the annular 
distance (Àos + Xo/4) between the same feed point locations for subsequent patches is identical and 
this maintains the required 90° phase orientation. In this case, the centre location o f the patches is 
assumed to be the feed point to facilitate the explanation of spatial phase delay. This spatial phase 
delay generated from two linearly polarized elements arranged in 0° and 90° phase orientation, 
disturbs the required 90° phase differential and contributions to the poor quality of circular 
polarization. However, with the utilization of the four-patch array arranged in 0° 90° 180° 270° 
phase orientation, the spatial phase delay from 0° and 90° oriented patches will be cancelled out 
by the spatial phase delay from the 180° and 270° oriented patches.
Input
Ax
14) Ax
Same annular distance between identically 
located points o • o between patches
(a)
V = 0 °
\|/=90®
Ax h - -
(b) (c)
Figure 4-23: Representation of (a) 0° and 90° oriented patches in term  of 
(b) straight slotline channel and its (c) spatial phase delay
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Another important parameter to determine the quality of the CP is the 3-dB axial ratio. In this case,
3-dB axial ratio of around 8 % has been achieved. This wide range of bandwidth is purely due to 
the employment of the 0® 90° 180° 270° phase orientation of the feed arrangement. In this fashion, 
the radiation impurity due to higher order modes of the thick substrate from the 0° element 
cancels that from the 180° element, and likewise for the 90° and 270° elements as shown in figure
4-24. The solid arrows are fringing field due to fimdamental TMio mode which generates the co- 
polar radiation. The dashed arrows are fringing field due to TM02 mode which is shown here only 
as an example. It demonstrates that in the 0° 90° 180° 270° phase orientation, only the co­
polarization are reinforced but the cross-polarization cancel each other. It is the cancellation of the 
cross-polarization that contributes to the wide axial ratio frequency band performance.
It is evident that good quality circular polarization with adequate combination of good return loss 
and 3-dB axial ratio exist with the utilization of a travelling-wave feed technique for a four-patch 
array. In the next section, two 5 GHz CP eight-patch arrays are presented that address the 
declination in the circular polarization strength with the advancement of rotation angle, prior to 
improving the 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth and gain performance of the 5 GHz CP four-patch array 
as discussed in the section.
\ |/  =  2 7 0 °
\ | f = 0 o  \
\ |/  =  9 0 °
w = 1 8 0 °
TMioCO-pols TMo2cross-po ls
Figure 4-24: Effect of 0° 90° 180° 270° phase orientation on co-polarization 
and cross-polarization fields
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4.3 Eight-Patch Array with 500 pm and 700 pm Incremental Offset
As presented in section 4.2, a 5 GHz four-patch array has demonstrated the validity of producing 
CP signals using a travelling-wave feed technique. In this section, two 5 GHz CP eight-patch 
arrays are developed with the aim of energizing subsequent patches in the array with 
approximately the same amount of energy, thus generating same amount o f radiation from each 
patch. This will also address to the declination of radiation and circular polarization strength of 
the patches positioned further down the array sequence. Secondary objectives of the eight-patch 
arrangement include improvement of gain performance and 3-dB axial bandwidth.
Locations of Microstrip-to^lotline
^M I«os.,ipT ,==koa 
I  Top Conductpf Plane
XM -TransformerJ
Ik:
Radiating Patch on 
Conductor Plane
#
,-F-' ■ ■ ■#
/ —Meander
w.
Width of Slotline channel 
in Ground Plane
Figure 4-25: 5 GHz CP eight-patch array configuration with 500 pm incremental offset
Figure 4-25 shows the configuration of the proposed CP eight-patch array antenna with 500 pm 
incremental offset. It can be seen that this is an extension of the four-patch array and the 
travelling-wave feed technique is employed to energize the eight patches in the array. In this array 
the offset o f the patches with respect to the slotline increases progressively. As demonstrated in 
chapter 3, a greater amount of offset between a patch and the slotline will theoretically increase 
the amount of coupled energy from the travelling-wave propagating in the slotline. Incremental
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offset can be arranged such that each subsequent patch along the circular slotline feed channel be 
feed with approximately the same amount of signal.
The main design parameters for this 5 GHz CP eight-patch array are identical with the four-patch 
array, except that the structure is composed of eight planar rectangular radiating patches with 
annular orientation of between subsequent patches to provide 45° phase shift and includes a 
500 pm progressive incremental offset. Each patch is linearly polarized, but because there is an 
annular spacing of 'kJZ  between the patches they will be successively excited 45° out o f phase. 
This phase arrangement of 0° 45° 90° 135° 180° 225° 270° 315° will lead to the generation of 
circular polarization.
In this design, in order to reduce the mean diameter o f the circular slotline channel, meanders are 
utilized between patches along the slotline circumference. Likewise for this eight-patch array, the 
circuit was fed from 50 Q microstrip and the slotline was excited through a conventional 
microstrip-to-slotline transition. As before, the width of the slotline Ws is increased to avoid 
etching problems and two, two-section quarter-wave microstrip transformers were used to convert 
the microstrip line impedance from 5 0 Q t o  110 O to match the impedance of the slotline. In this 
case, an offset of 500 pm was chosen to give reasonable coupling to the first patch, and in order to 
compensate for the progressive reduction of travelling-wave strength in the slotline due to 
portions of energy being coupled to earlier patch/patches, the subsequent patches are energized 
with an incremental offset of 500 pm as shown in figure 4-26.
In order to further establish the validity of the new incremental offset feed technique, a second 
array antenna was built in which the offset increments were 700 pm. This gave greater power 
coupling to each radiating patch with the aim of achieving further improvement in the gain 
performance.
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Figure 4-26: Configuration of incremental offset for subsequent patches in the array
As discussed in section 4.1, Iwasaki used eight annular oriented linearly polarized elements in 
[4.15 -  4.17] to develop sequentially rotated CP array antenna employing hybrid couplers and a 
semi-rigid cable feed network. However, in our proposed travelling-wave feed method, the 
annular requirement between subsequent patches is easily implemented by positioning the patches 
'kJZ  apart based on the slotline channel structure.
In the next section, a theoretical analysis of the 500 pm and 700 pm incremental offset is 
presented, focusing on the effect of the amount of offset on the |Sn| and IS21I of individual patches 
based on their sequential position along the circular slotline channel in the array.
4.3.1 Effects of Incremental Offset
A theoretical analysis using matrix multiplication was used to study the behaviour of a single slot 
fed antenna array, of the type described in the previous section, which incorporated a 500 pm 
incremental offset. Initially, a two-port network specified in terms of scattering parameters 
represented each patch and its associated slotline feed. The reference planes for each slot-fed 
patch are shown in figure 4-27. It should be noted that a phase spacing of 'kJZ  between the
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reference planes was chosen so that successive patches could be added without the need for 
adding additional sections of slotline.
The scattering parameters of each successive patch, with the incremental offset o f 500 pm, were 
obtained through simulation using Momentum™. After obtaining the AnBnCnDn matrix for the 
individual networks, the overall AtBtCtDt analysis (figure 4-28) was performed using matrix 
multiplication. The validity of the analysis was demonstrated when the overall A tBtCtDt 
representation was converted back to S-parameters and compared with measurement. For 
example, the theoretical S21 value of - 11.5 dB compared very well with the measured S21 value of 
- 12.1 dB in figure 4-36. The difference in value may be due to fabrication accuracy. Also, in 
practice, a finite ground plane is used whilst an infinite ground plane is assumed in the simulation 
model.
Reference
Plane
Port1
Reference
Plane
Width Wp
Slotline in 
Ground Plane
Patch on Top 
Conductor Plane
Port 2
Figure 4-27: Two-port network representation of a single linearly polarized patch
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Figure 4-28: AtBtCjDt matrix of cascaded connection representation of eight-patch array
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To aid the understanding of the behaviour of individual patches, plots are given in figures 4-29 
and 4-30 that show how Sn and S21 for an individual patch vary with the incremental offset. In 
figure 4-29, we see that there is a greater change in Sn for large values of incremental offset. This 
can be explained in terms of conventional transmission lines theory and the standing wave that 
will exist in the patch at resonance.
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Figure 4-29: Plot of Sn magnitude as a function of amount of offset
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Figure 4-30: Plot of S21 magnitude as a function of amount of offset
Figure 4-30 shows a well-behaved characteristic, in which the magnitude of S21 decreases steadily 
with an increase in the offset, which is reasonable since more power will be lost through the patch
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due to radiation as the offset increases. It can be shown that S21 as a function of incremental 
offset is logarithmic. The usefulness of this study is that we can predict the effect of the offset, 
and so future arrays can be designed without the need to simulate the effects of all the individual 
patches. Also, the amount of offset can be properly arranged such that majority of the signal 
traveling in the slotline will be coupled to the patch array and minimum signal is terminated at the 
output port without significant effect on the performance of the patch antenna array. Also, the 
amount of offset can be arranged in a way such that appropriate amounts of signal in the slotline 
will excite the subsequent patches along the slotline channel, and minimise energy dissipated in 
the termination.
4.3.2 Patch Array Structures
This eight-patch array is an extension of the four-patch array, and in order to demonstrate validity 
of improved performance, the same dielectric substrate is used to facilitate comparison with 
previously fabricated antennas. The 5 GHz CP eight-patch array was fabricated on RT/Duroid 
5870 substrate material (by Rogers Corporation®) having the following parameter: substrate 
thickness, h = 1.575 mm; substrate dielectric constant, Sr, = 2.33, dissipation factor equal to 
0 .0012 .
200.00 m m
-■
Figure 4-31: Fabricated 5 GHz CP eight-patch array with 500 pm incremental offset 
(a) Top plane (b) Bottom plane
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The same quarter-wave microstrip transformation approach is used to match the 50 O microstrip 
input impedance to the 110 Q impedance of the slotline. The impedance of the quarter-wave 
microstrip line sections, Zomi and Zom2, were obtained using equation (4.6). With the same slotline 
width dimension Ws of 500 pm, the slotline wavelength and impedance were calculated 
using equations (4.1 -  4.5). At the designed frequency of 5 GHz, the patch antenna width Lp and 
length Wp were derived from (4.11 -4 .16).
The annular spacing (A,os + Xos/8) between consecutive patches is 56.67 mm to provide the 
required 45® phase lag and to prevent mutual coupling between the patches, and this required a 
mean circular slotline diameter of 144.30 mm. In order to reduce the mean diameter to 120.00 mm, 
and so minimise the size of the structure, sections of chamfered meander [4.18] have been 
incorporated along the slotline channel, between the patches, so as not to affect the coupling effect 
beneath the patch periphery.
(45°) 
Phase Lag
(X,os+Xos/8)
Slotline Channel in 
Ground Plane
l-Lnrie2H
1 7 .5 % ^
  Centre of
Radius  ^ Circular Slotline
Figure 4-32: Chamfered meander section between consecutive patches
Original circular slotline circumference:
Circumorig = (L, + L,/8)%8 (4.28)
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To achieve 60.000 mm circular slotline radius r, edited circumference is:
Circumm,^ùci = 2nr (4.29)
So, with an angle of 10° as shown in figure 4-32, the length of the chamfered meander L^e is:
L m e  —  L m e \  4"  L m e l  L m
= {Xo. + XoJW) — ^^— x2%r 
360"
(4.30)
A summary of the parameters of the 5 GHz CP eight-patch array antenna with 500 pm and 700 
pm incremental offset parameters is presented in table 4-3.
Table 4-3 Parameters of eight-patch array antennas
P aram eters Values
Input microstrip impedance Zom 50.00 Q
T* section quarter-wave microstrip transformer impedance Zomi 60.90 Q
T* section quarter-wave microstrip transformer length Xomi/4 10.68 mm
2“‘* section quarter-wave microstrip transformer impedance Zom2 90.30 Q
2”** section quarter-wave microstrip transformer length Àom2/4 10.93 mm
Microstrip impedance Zoms o f microstrip-to-slotline transition l l l . l O Q
Microstrip length Aom3/4 of microstrip-to-slotline transition 11.05 mm
Slotline chaimel impedance Zos l l l . l O Q
Slotline channel width Ws 00.50 mm
Slotline length Xo/4 of slotline-to-microstrip transition 12.59 mm
Radius of circular slotline channel r 60.00 mm
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(45°) annular phase length (Xos + A,os /8) between patches 56.67 mm
Length Lme of a single section of chamfered meander 20.01 mm
Patch length Lp 19.00 mm
Patch width Wp 23.00 mm
Incremental offset of first array antenna 00.50 mm
Incremental offset of second array antenna 00.70 mm
4.3.3 Input Impedance
As shown in figure 4-33, the optimum measured Sn of the arrays with 500 pm and 700 pm 
incremental offset were obtained at 5.19 GHz and 5.04 GHz with values less than -  25 dB 
respectively. With reference to equation (4.18), the magnitude o f the optimum measured input 
impedances as presented in figure 4-34 and 4-35, correspond to the magnitudes of the measured 
Sn in figure 4-33. A measured bandwidth of 9.8 % (VSWR < 2) exists between 4.85 GHz and 
5.34 GHz for the 500 pm incremental offset array. The 700 pm incremental offset array presented 
a lower bandwidth of 9.2 % from 4.87 GHz to 5.33 GHz.
OdB 500Û»») 
Incremental OtTset 
. 700(mn) _
Incremental offset
-5 d B
-25 dB
-30 dB
4.50 4.60 4.70 4.80 4.90 5.00 5.10 5.20 5.30 5.40 5.50
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 4-33: Measured Sn of 5 GHz CP eight-patch arrays with
500 pm and 700 pm incremental offset
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The shift in resonant frequency for the first patch array, and slight reduction in bandwidth for the 
second patch array, may be due to the presence of more reactance presented by the patches with 
greater incremental offset to the slotline. Imperfectness of fabrication alignment between the top 
conductor and bottom conductor planes may also contribute to these characteristics.
/ . / .
Figure 4-34: Optimum measured input impedance of 5 GHz CP eight-patch array  
with 500 pm incremental offset
EEB s i i  1 u FS 1: 54.328 ft 1.9844 ft 63 .071 pH
~ t-
Figure 4-35: Optimum measured input impedance of 5 GHz CP eight-patch array  
with 700 pm incremental offset
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With the use of greater incremental offset, more energy from the travelling-wave signal 
propagating in the slotline channel will be coupled to the patches, thus reducing the forward 
coupling strength S21 as shown in figure 4-36. This characteristic of increase in coupling strength 
with respect to the voltage distribution across a resonant patch is discussed in section 3.3. It can 
be observed that between 4.65 GHz and 5.40 GHz, the patch array with greater incremental offset 
presents a lower S21 parameter throughout this range of frequency. It is also verified theoretically 
in section 4.3.1, with the cascaded representation o f individual patch.
CO -30
SOOOim) 
incremental Offset
In c r e m e S  offset ****
4.50 4.60 4.70 4.80 4.90 5.00 5.10 5.20 5.30 5.40 5.50
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 4-36: Measured S2 1 of 5 GHz CP eight-patch arrays with 
500 pm and 700 pm incremental offset
4.3.4 Radiation Pattern and Gain
Using the same rotating stepping motor and measuring devices as mentioned in section 4.2.3, one 
revolution of 360®-pattem in the z-y (elevation) plane was obtained. In this case, a far field range 
of 1.5 m was used. As shown in figure 4-38, a greater radiation strength in the maximum gain 
direction is demonstrated with the 500 pm incremental offset eight-patch array as compared with 
the optimum measured radiation of the four-patch array in figure 4.17.
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The measured received power with the reference dipole receiver was -51 dBm. With the 
replacement of the dipole antenna by the 5 GHz CP eight-patch array antenna, with 500 pm 
incremental offset, the maximum received power was -38.0 dBm at 5.16 GHz. Also, a gain of 
around 13.0 dBj was obtained with this eight-patch array antenna. It is evident that employing 
twice the number of patch element will lead to improvement in the gain performance by 
approximately 3 dB in logarithm scale. Optimum measured gain of the eight-patch array with 700 
pm incremental offset is around 16.0 dBj at 5.08 GHz, with the maximum received power at 
around -35 dBm. This improved factor is purely due to the arrangement of greater incremental 
offset, thus providing the array of patches with stronger energization.
It should be noted that the measured apparent gains are higher than would be expected from 
theory. This is probably due to the use of a lossy reference anterma. As shown in figure 4-37, the 
reference anterma consisted of a monopole mounted at the end of a microstrip line. This was 
fabricated on FR4 substrate. At 5 GHz this substrate may have significant loss. If  the total loss in 
the reference anterma was 6dB, this would mean that the measured gain of 16dBd actually 
correspond to a true gain of (16-6) dBj. This aspect of the measurement technique needs further 
investigation.
-Monopole Antenna
Soldered-J oint
50 ohm
FR4 Substrate t  Microstrip Line 
Figure 4-37: Structure of reference monopole antenna mounted on FR4 substrate
A broad back lobe pattern was also observed in these eight-patch arrays, but with a measured 
front-to-back (F-B) ratio of around 20 dB and 23 dB respectively. They also provide reasonably 
strong difference between the front and back radiation along direction of maximum gain. The 
reduction in F-B ratio when compared with the four-patch array is basically due to the smaller 
ground plane region between the circumference of the circular slotline and the substrate.
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-30dB
-40 dB
Figure 4-38: Optimum measured z-y (elevation) plane radiation patterns of CP eight-patch 
arrays with 500 pm and 700 pm incremental offset at 5.14 GHz and 5.08 GHz 
respectively (Normalization reference is -30 dBm)
4.3.5 Circular Polarization and Axial Ratio
Figure 4-39 shows the optimum measured circular polarizations for both arrays in the x-y 
(azimuth) plane. The best right-hand polarization axial ratio of the patch-array with 500 pm 
incremental offset occurred at 5.05 GHz with 0.8 dB, and 1.8 dB at 4.95 GHz for the second array. 
As observed, the gradual reduction in the polarization strength with the advancement of the 
rotation angle as shown in figure 4-20 has been minimised. With the employment of incremental 
offset arrangement for consecutive patches in the array, approximately the same amount of signal 
is coupled to the patches for radiation. So the variation of the instantaneous electric field vector as 
a function o f rotating angles, traces a reasonably constant circular polarization plot.
As explained in section 4.2.4, the high quality of circular polarization is due to the absence o f the 
spatial phase delay that is formed between two orthogonally polarized elements as shown in 
figure 4-23. With the utilization of the eight-patch array arranged in 0° 45° 90° 135° 180° 225° 
270° 315° phase orientation, the spatial phase delay from 0° 45° 90° 135° oriented patches will be
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cancelled out by the spatial phase delay from the 180° 225° 270° 315° oriented patches.
900CM») 
Immtnental Oflfaet roOOunV 
Ineremeraai offtet
-30 dB \  \
•40 dB
/
90*
180*
Figure 4-39: Optimum measured x-y (azimuth) plane circular polarizations of CP eight- 
patch arrays with 500 pm and 700 pm incremental offset at 5.20 GHz and 4.95 GHz 
respectively (Normalization reference is -30 dBm)
Around 10.8 % o f 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth is achieved between 4.85 GHz and 5.39 GHz for the 
first array and 11 % between 4.74 GHz and 5.29 GHz for the second array with 700 pm 
incremental offset.
500(pm) 
Incremental OlFset 
700(pm) Incremental offsetCO
o
I
I
4.60 4.70 4.80 4.90 5.00 6.10 5.20 5.30 5.40
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 4-40: Measured axial ratio of 5 GHz CP eight-patch arrays with 500 pm 
and 700 pm incremental offset
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4.4 Conclusions and Discussions
Both theoretical and experimental results have indicated that a travelling-wave feed array 
consisting of linearly polarized elements can generate circular polarization. With the utilization of 
an incremental offset arrangement in conjunction with the travelling-wave signal, good quality 
circular polarization can be achieved. Improvement in the radiation and polarization strength can 
be obtained with the employment of 2^ times the number of linearly polarized elements and the 
presence of greater incremental offset. Also, excellent return loss with values below -25 dB and 
wide 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth of around 11 % for both arrays has been attained.
As compared with the designs proposed by Huang and Iwasaki in [4.11 -  4.17], the feed 
technique as presented in this work can be easily implemented without the use of probe, phase 
shifter and coupler. Required phase orientation between consecutive patches can be simply 
achieved by arranging an annular spacing of Xos/4 and for four and eight patches array 
respectively. Also, we have been able to demonstrate approximately the same level of gain as with 
the eight-element circular array as reported by Iwasaki.
In the next chapter, a 5 GHz dual CP eight-patch array is presented that demonstrates the 
application of the same travelling-wave feed technique for generating dual polarization.
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Chapter 5 
Dual Circularly Polarized Patch Array with 
Incremental Offset
5.1 Introduction
The rapid growth of satellite communication has stimulated intensive research concerning dual 
CP antenna. Microstrip antennas are considered as an obvious choice for such applications due to 
their low cost and weight, and low profile. Dual circular polarization can be realised in a number 
of ways. Some of the techniques that employed microstrip patch antenna for dual polarization 
include; singly fed equilateral triangular patch, stub loaded rectangular patch, stacked circular 
patch and shorted-circuited annular ring patch [5.1 -  5.4]. Modifications from dual frequency 
antennas have also been reported in the past to generate dual circular polarization ability, such as, 
slotted cross-patch and cross-shaped with etched bars [5.5 -  5.8]. A dual circular polarization 
antenna has recently been reported that utilized pin fed microstrip non-resonant array [5.9].
In this chapter, we employ the travelling-wave feed technique for a CP eight-patch array with 
incremental offset arrangement, as discussed in chapter 4, to provide a dual CP antenna. A second 
circular slotline channel is incorporated in the ground plane beneath the array of patches. Right- 
hand circular polarization (RHCP) and left-hand circular polarization (LHCP) are generated by 
the excitation of the respective slotline feed channels for the array.
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5.2 Dual CP Eight-Patch Array with 700 jxm Incremental Offset
The structure of the dual polarization CP antenna is depicted in figure 5-1. It can be seen that the 
microstrip patches are fed through two parallel slotlines in the ground plane. A signal applied at 
port 1 will excite a signal travelling in the counter-clockwise in the outer of the two slotlines, and 
this will produce right-hand circular polarization (RHCP). Similarly, a signal applied at port 3 will 
excite a signal travelling clockwise in the inner slotline, and this will excite left-hand circular 
polarized (LHCP) signal; LHCP describes a wave with the electric field vector rotating counter­
clockwise when looking in the direction of propagation It can be seen that this is an extension of 
the single slotline feed eight-patch array antenna discussed in chapter 4.
Locations of Microstrlp-to-Slotline 
TransitionsJ MicrostripTrack on -, Conductor Plane I
P o tt  4
Port1 I_____ j : Ï Port2
U 4 -  t   ^ 1 i I r "  " j  Radiating Patch on
Transformer-J _ « 3 ?» f  Conductor Plane
$
LHCP Slotline 
Feed Channel In —s.
Ground Plane
RHCP Slotline 
Feed Channel in 
Ground PlaneI / .
Figure 5-1: 5 GHz dual CP eight-patch array configuration
As before, the key aspect of this structure is that there should be an annular distance of A.o/8 
between subsequent patches along the slotline. In order to reduce the overall size of the structure, 
the same meandering method (equations 4.28 -  4.30) used for the earlier eight-patch arrays was 
employed. It should be noted that with the excitation of each slotline, there is a progressive offset
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of the centre of the patches relative to the centre of the slotline, as the signal propagates around 
the appropriate slotline. This incremental offset is to ensure that each patch will receive 
approximately the same amount of coupled energy as the signal propagates around the slot, 
gradually decreasing in amplitude. A 700 pm incremental offset is chosen for this dual CP design 
as it demonstrated stronger radiation strength than the 500 pm offset. The offset of the slots 
relative to the patches is shown in figure 5-2. In order to prevent mutual coupling between the 
slotlines the spacing, ^  between the slotlines was maintained greater than 5 Ws, where Wg is the 
width of the slotline. It was found, both through simulation and experiment, that this range of 
spacing between the slotlines maintained the isolation values below - 25 dB.
Length Lp
W   M
5Ws 
w w
Radiating Patch 
On Top 
Conductor Plane
Width Wp
I  Substrate
RHCP Slotline 
Feed Channel in 
Ground Plane
LHCP Slotline 
Feed Channel in 
Ground Plane
Figure 5-2: RHCP and LHCP slotline configuration
5.2.1 Patch Array Structure
Photographs of the 5 GHz test antenna are shown in figure 5-3. This dual CP antenna was 
fabricated on RT/Duroid 5870 in which the substrate had a relative permittivity Sr of 2.33 and a 
thickness h of 1.575 mm. It should be noted that since only two conductor layers were used in the 
test antennas it was necessary to include the microstrip feed lines on the same surface as the 
radiating patches. This would be a problem if the antenna is used for receiving, as signals could 
be picked-up directly on the microstrip feed lines. However, the problem is resolved if a three
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conductor structure is used. This is demonstrated later in chapter 6, when a three-conductor layer 
LTCC CP eight-patch array antenna is discussed.
Since this dual CP eight-patch array design is an extension of the CP eight-patch array with 700 
pm incremental offset discussed in chapter 4, the same parameters of a two-section microstrip 
quarter-wave transformer were used to match the 50 Q input impedance to the slotline channel 
impedance of 110 Q. Phase spacing of (kos + koJS) between two consecutive patch antennas was 
maintained at 56.67 mm.
The key 5 GHz dual CP eight-patch array parameters are:
Lp = 19.000 mm 
Wp = 23.000 mm 
Ws = 00.500 mm 
Wsp = 05.800 mm 
Incremental Offset = 00.700 mm
200.00 mm
Figure 5-3: Fabricated 5 GHz dual CP eight-patch array (a) Top plane (b) Bottom plane
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5.2.2 Input Impedance and Slotlines Isolation
As shown in figure 5-4, the best match for the dual polarization antenna was obtained at 4.99 
GHz, with an Sn value less than -  30 dB. This matching frequency is close to the designed value 
of 5 GHz. The VSWR < 2 bandwidth of the proposed antenna is about 21.2 %. By substituting the 
measured Sn value into (4.18), the input impedance as expressed in (4.18) is obtained and agreed 
well with the measured input impedance at 4.99 GHz using the HP8510 Network Analyzer, as 
shown in figure 5-5.
0
-5-
- 10 -
Simulated 
Measured «eee
4.80 4.85 4.90 4.85 5.00 5.05 5.10 5.15 5.20 
Frequency(GHz)
Figure 5-4: Simulated and measured Sn of dual CP patch array
EBZ s i i ,  1 u Fs 1: 52 .636  2 8 .357  pF
Figure 5-5: Optimum measured input impedance of dual CP patch array
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A critical factor to be noted with the employment of two slotline channels is that the isolation 
between the slotlines must be reasonably high to avoid unwanted direct coupling between the 
channels and lead to a reduction in antenna performance. Moreover, mutual coupling between 
RHCP and LHCP slotlines through the patches must also be maintained at a minimum level. 
Figures 5-6 and 5-7 show the isolation between the two slotlines. The best isolation is obtained 
close to the designed frequency of 5 GHz, with an S31 value less than -  25 dB at 5.02 GHz, and an 
S41 value less than -  40 dB at 5.05 GHz (the port identification is given in figure 5-1). Thus, by 
arranging a spacing Wsp of 5.800 mm between the slotlines, the isolation is maintained less than -  
25 dB over the operating bandwidth.
S im ulated  **** 
M easured
-35
-40
4.80 4.85 4.90 4.95 5.00 5.05 5.10 5.15 5.20
Frequency(GHz)
Figure 5-6: Simulated and measured S 3 1  of dual CP patch array
S im u la ted  **** 
M easu red10
DO
« -30
■40
-45
-50
4.80 4.85 4.90 4.95 5.00 5.05 5.10 5.15 5.20 
Frequency(GHz)
Figure 5-7: Simulated and measured S41 of dual CP patch array
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5.2.3 LHCP and RHCP Radiation Pattern and Gain
The same methology that was presented in chapter 4 was used in the measurement of radiation 
pattern and gain. A reference dipole was used as receiver and the maximum measured received 
power was -  51 dBm at 5.02 GHz. Using the patch array as receiver, the maximum measured 
LHCP and RHCP power levels were -  36 dBm at 5.02 GHz, and 5.09 GHz respectively in the z-y 
(elevation) plane. Thus, the maximum measured LHCP and RHCP gain was approximately 15.0 
dBd in the direction of the maximum gain. It can be seen that essentially the same characteristics 
are obtained in each case and the measured from-to-back ratio for LHCP and RHCP is 12 dB and 
9 dB respectively.
In order to avoid the near-field effect, a far field range of 1.5 m was applied during the 
measurements in the anechoic chamber. The same rotating stepping motor with 3 resolutions per 
minute was employed. One 360° radiation pattern measurement in the z-y (elevation) plane is 
obtained by setting the sweep time to 20 seconds and 360 points per sweep. Thus, there will be a 
point allocated for each degree of rotation and one second will create a rotation angle of 18°. 
Transmitting signals were generated from an Agilent™ 83623B Signal Generator. Receiving 
signals were measured using Agilent™ E4407B Spectral Analyzer.
Simulated hmh**- 
Measured -oooo-
0 dB
-10dB<
-20 dB
-30 dl
180®
Figure 5-8; optimum simulated and measured z-y (elevation) plane radiation pattern 
of LHCP at 5.02 GHz (Normalization reference is -30 dBm)
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Simulated -»•••' 
Measured -cooo
■OdI
-2QdB
-30 dB-
Figure 5-9: Optimum simulated and measured z-y (elevation) plane radiation pattern 
of RHCP at 5.09 GHz (Normalization reference is -30 dBm)
5.2.4 LHCP and RHCP Circular Polarization and Axial Ratio
Figures 5-10 and 5-11 show a comparison of the simulated and measured data for the 3-dB axial 
ratio of the LHCP and RHCP. The optimum measured axial ratio of the LHCP and RHCP are 2.7 
dB at 4.95 GHz and 2.1 dB at 5.05 GHz with 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth of 7.6 % and 11 % 
respectively.
Simulated-»*•»- 
Measured-0 0^
s:
4,5 4,6 4.7 4.8 4,9 5,0 5.1 5,2 5.3 5,4 5.5
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 5-10: Simulated and measured 3-dB axial ratio of LHCP
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Simulated -* * * »  
Measured -eeee-
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Frequency (GHz)
Figure 5-11; Simulated and measured 3-dB axial ratio of RHCP
The corresponding simulated and measured polarization quality of the LHCP and RHCP in the x-y 
(azimuth) plane are presented in figures 5-12 and 5-13, which show the relative magnitudes of the 
LHCP and RHCP as a function of spatial angle. It can be seen that almost the same quality of 
circular polarization was obtained as with a single slotline, (section 4.3.5).
X-YSimulated -****- 
Measured oooo-
0 dl
-10 dB
-20dB
-30 dB
40 dB
Figure 5-12: Optimum simulated and measured x-y (azimuth) plane circular polarization 
of LHCP at 4.95 GHz (Normalization reference is -30 dBm)
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Figure 5-13: Optimum simulated and measured x-y (azimuth) plane circular polarization 
of RHCP at 5.05 GHz (Normalization reference is -30 dBm)
5.3 Conclusions and Discussions
The concept o f a new dual CP antenna has been established through simulation and practical 
measurement. Excellent Sn parameters with values less than -  30 dB at 4.99 GHz have been 
measured over 21.2 % bandwidth. In addition, good isolation was maintained between the two 
slotline channels.
Optimum measured gain of LHCP and RHCP in the main lobe direction was approximately 15.0 
dBj. This was a similar quality of circular polarization to that presented for the eight-patch array 
with 700 pm incremental offset in section 4.3.5.
However, some reduction in CP quality may be due to received signals being picked-up directly 
on the microstrip lines during the measurement process. This problem can be rectified by 
implementing a multilayer structure that will be introduced in the next chapter, to allow the
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microstrip feed line to be fabricated on the reverse side o f the antenna. Also, this technique allows 
the feasibility of fabricating the slotline channel in between two layers of dielectric to reduce free- 
space radiation loss due to the travelling-wave propagating in the slotline.
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Chapter 6 
Multilayer LTCC Circularly Polarized Patch 
Array with Incremental Offset
6.1 Introduction
Nowadays, demands for compact integrated circuits and antennas increase with the rapid progress 
of wireless communication systems. Miniaturization is one of the prime motives in modem 
systems and high degree of compactness can be achieved through size reduction of both 
components and their packages.
Recently, low temperature cofired ceramic (LTCC) multilayer packaging technology has gained 
increasing popularity for the production of highly integrated, complex multilayer RF modules 
[6.1]. This technolo©'^ is useful for its flexibility in realizing an arbitrary number o f layers that 
allow the development of easily fabricated, and highly compact wireless transceivers. A 
multilayer LTCC module has been proposed [6.2] for a compact RF front-end, which is integrated 
with a patch antenna. Design of compact stacked-patch antennas using multilayer LTCC 
technology has also been reported in [6.3], [6.4]. Also, miniaturized LTCC package-based 
antenna and a highly integrated LTCC CP array have been demonstrated in [6.5], [6.6] 
respectively.
In this part of the research, a miniaturized version of the previous patch arrays, described in 
chapters 4 and 5, is demonstrated. Development of the compact 15 GHz CP patch array was
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achieved through the utilization of multilayer LTCC technology. This technology also allows the 
flexibility of fabricating the slotline channel between layers of LTCC materials to reduce free- 
space radiation loss. In addition, the microstrip tracks can be arranged on the reverse side of the 
antenna to avoid in-coming signals from being pick-up by microstrip tracks, which lie on the 
same plane as the patches.
6.2 Effects of Bottom-Plane Microstrip and Buried Slotline on Patch 
Array Performance
Before proceeding with the development of the multilayer LTCC patch array, an investigation 
was carried out on the effect of arranging the slotline between layers of dielectric substrate and on 
the behaviour of the microstrip-to-slotline transition The aim of this investigation was to analyse 
the degree of influence of the free-space radiation loss due to the travelling-wave propagating in 
the slotline, and its effect on the overall performance of the antenna. Figures 6-1 a and 6-Ib show 
the similar 5 GHz microstrip-to-slotline transition arrangement employed in the linearly polarized 
patch antenna described in chapter 3.
Figure 6-1; Fabricated (a) Top plane microstrip and (b) unburied slotline
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As shown in figures 6-2a and 6-2b, a buried slotline is configured by securing a piece of 
RT/Duroid 5870 dielectric beneath the slotline in the ground plane, with screws at the comers of 
the substrate such that they will not affect the microstrip-to-slotline transitions.
Figure 6-2; Buried slotline
Figure 6-3 shows the measured Su of the microstrip-to-slotline transitions with the slotline 
uncovered. The same basic circuit, but with the slotline buried between two layers of dielectric 
substrate, was then used to verify the free-space radiation effect due to the inclusion of a second 
layer of dielectric. The Su values in both cases are less than -30 dB. No significant degradation in 
the Su parameter was observed with the arrangement of the buried slotline. However, an increase 
of approximately 2 dB in the S21 parameter was observed at frequencies near the designed 
frequency of 5 GHz, as shown in figure 6-4. Around 1 dB of increase is also obtained at 
frequencies away from the operating frequency. This practical data comparison verified that free- 
space radiation loss primarily due to a planar slotline on a low dielectric constant substrate would 
account to a maximum of around 2 dB near the operating frequency in this case.
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Double Dielectric Layers
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Figure 6-3; Measured Sn of mierostrip-to-unburied-slotline and 
microstrlp-to-burled-slotline
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Figure 6-4: Measured S2 1 of microstrip-to-unburied-slotline and 
microstrip-to-buried-slotline
As mentioned in chapters 4 and 5, some reduction in the CP quality may be due to received 
signals being picked-up directly on the microstrip lines during the measurement process. Here, an 
investigation was carried out to analyse the degree of influence of the in-coming signals being 
picked-up by the microstrip tracks lying on the same plane as the array of patches. Figures 6-5
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shows the initial method to prevent in-coming signals from being received by the microstrip lines 
when the eight-patch patch array with 500 pm incremental offset is being utilized as a receiver. A 
piece of aluminium foil is arranged to lie above the microstrip track. A reasonable degree of 
separation between the foil and microstrip is to ensure that the aluminium foil will not affect the 
fringing fields movement from the microstrip tracks periphery and results in some reflection 
signal propagating back into the circuit and lead to a standing-wave.
Figure 6-5: Arrangement of patch array (a) without aluminium foil 
(b) and (c) with aluminium foil for receiving application
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Comparison of the measured radiation pattern with and without the foil, are shown in figure 6-6. 
Negligible effect on the radiation pattern is observed in the back-lobe direction of the array but a 
better quality of pattern is obtained in the fi-ont-lobe direction due to the presence of the 
aluminium foil. Also, a better quality of measured circular polarization for receiving is shown in 
figure 6-7, Thus, a reasonable reduction in the degree of impairment due to in-coming signals 
being received by the microstrip track was achieved through the use of the aluminium foil shield. 
However, a proper antenna design is necessary to solve this problem in practical.
These investigations have indicated that a multilayer structure is desirable to overcome the 
drawbacks of an uncovered slotline and a front-plane designed microstrip track and a prototype 
multilayer structure is described in the next section.
w ith o u t A lum ina Foil 
W ith A lum ina Foil
0 dB.
-10 dl
-30 dB
-40 dB^
Figure 6-6: Measured z-y (elevation) plane radiation pattern of patch array with 500 pm 
incremental offset with and without aluminium foil
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X-Y
Without Alumina Foil 
With Alumina Foil
-OdI
-20 dB
-30 dB
90®-40 dl
Figure 6-7: Measured x-y (azimuth) plane circular polarization of patch array with 500 pm 
incremental offset with and without aluminium foil
6.3 Multilayer LTCC Eight-Patch Array with 100 |xm Incremental 
Offset
In order to validate the improved design, a single slotline fed eight-patch array was fabricated 
using LTCC material and tested at 15 GHz. The structure of the antenna and multilayer LTCC 
configuration are shown in figures 6-8 and 6-9 respectively. The multilayer nature of the structure 
permitted the microstrip feed lines to be positioned on the reverse side of the antenna, thus 
enabling the antenna to be used for receiving.
The LTCC antennas consisted of two thick layers of dielectric, each composed of 4 layers of 
DuPont® 951 LTCC tape (245 pm thick). The circular slotline feeding the patches was formed in 
a buried ground, thus enabling the free-space radiation loss of the propagating signals to be 
significantly reduced.
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VIAs Top Layer - Radating Patch Array 
and Ground Pads
Bottom Layer - Microstrip 
Feed
Buried Layer - Circular 
Slotline
Figure 6-8; 3-D view of multilayer LTCC CP eight-patch array
C o n d u c to r  L av ers
4» Top Layer - Eight Rectangular
Patches*grounding padsDuPont 951 - AX, 4 Layers 
of Fired Thickness 215um
Buried Layer - Circular Slotline 
DuPont 951 - AX, 4 Layers Channel
of Fired Thickness 215um
iwniiMiimisisn'—► Bottom Layer - Microstrip Feed
Figure 6-9: Multilayer LTCC CP eight-patch array layer configuration
The circuit was fed from 50 Q microstrip and traveling-wave was excited in the slotline channel 
through a microstrip-to-slotline transition. However, the width of the slotline channel, would 
be very small to give a characteristic impedance of 50 Q. At a slotline width of 30 pm, the 
impedance of the slotline channel is 59.5 Q. So, in order to avoid fabrication problems, the 
impedance of the slotline channel was increased to 90 Q so that a wider channel of 200 pm could 
be used. Using (4.6), two, two-section quarter-wave microstrip transformers of 57.9 Q and 77.6 Q 
were used to convert the microstrip impedance from 50 Q to 90 Q to match the impedance of the 
slotline channel.
Table 6-1 Parameters of slotline impedance and wavelength calculation
Parameters Values
Dielectric constant Sr 7.80
Substrate height h 00.24 mm
Free-space wavelength Xo 20.00 mm
Slotline width fVs 00.20 mm
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Based on [6.7], phase spacing (Xw + Xos/8) between two consecutive patch antennas is 11.700 mm. 
Patch antenna dimensions Lp and Wp are calculated from (4.11 - 4.16).
For values of Sr between 3.8 and 9.8, with the WjÀo ratio between 0.0015 and 0.075:
Z» = 73.6-2 .15gr+(638.9-31.37gr)(R r,/A)°"
+ ( 3 6 .2 3 V f 7 + 4 T - 2 2 5 ) -
{WJh + 0 .^1 6 sr -2 )  
Q.5\{sr + 2. \2){WJh)\oge{ \QQhl Xo) 
- 0 J 5 3 sr {h lX o ) l y lw J h
and
XoJXo = 0 . 9 2 n - 0 . 2 7 7 \ o g e € r  + 0 .03 22(WJh) [ — ----- ]
W J h + 0 A 3 5
•0 .0 1 1 o g .( / t /X )[4 .6  - y   ]
€ r^y lw J X o {9 .0 6 -l0 0 W s/h )
1/2
(6.1)
(6.2)
For values of Sr between 3.8 and 9.8, with the W /^Ao ratio between 0.075 and 1.0:
Z .. = 1 2 0 .7 5 - 3 .7 4 f .+ 5 0 [ ta n " '( 2 f O - 0 .8 ]
• (W  / / j ) 0  1 1 + ( ° 1 3 2 (£ r - 2 7 .7 ) / (1 0 0 A /A o + 5 ) ) ]
• 10 g .[10 0/ï /  X  + y l ( l OOh/ Xof +l  (6.3) 
+ 1 4 .2 1 ( l -0 .4 5 8 g r ) (1 0 0 A /X  + 5 .11ogegr-13 .1)
‘(Ws/Xo + 0 . 3 3 f
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X . / X  = 1 .0 5 - 0 .0 4 ^ .  + ! . 4 1 1 x 1 4 2 1 )
lo g ,[ fÿ '. /A -2 .0 1 2 ( 1 - 0 .1 4 6 f J ]
(6.4)
+ 0 .1 1 1 ( 1 - 0 .366fr)VM ^./X
+ 0 . 139(l + 0 .5 2 f r lo g e (1 4 .7 - f r ) ) ( /z /X ) lo g e ( /z /X )
VIAs were used to make an electrical connection between pads on the upper surface and the 
buried ground plane. The pads were necessary to earth the SMA connectors. The VIAs were laser 
drilled and filled with an injection VIA filler using DuPont® 6141 Ag VIA paste. The diameter of 
the VIAs was 200 pm. The buried ground plane and the patches on the top surface were screen- 
printed using DuPont® 6142 Ag conductor paste and co-fired. Finally, the microstrip feed lines on 
the bottom side were printed using DuPont® 6160 silver paste, and after post firing, the antennas 
were cut from the panel to their final size.
6.3.1 LTCC Patch Array and Fabrication Process
Photographs of the fabricated LTCC patch array are shown in figure 6-10, where (a) is the top 
view and (b) is the bottom view of the substrate. View for the slotline channel is not feasible since 
it is located in the buried ground plane. Overall circuit dimension is 65 mm x 65 mm.
65.00 mm
Figure 6-10: Fabricated 15 GHz LTCC CP eight-patch array
(a) Top plane (b) Bottom plane
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The antenna was fabricated on LTCC DuPont® 951 material had the following parameters: single 
fired thickness, h = 245 pm; dielectric constant, Sr = 7.8; loss tangent, tan5 = 0.0015. The 
incremental offset of the patches was set at 100 pm to allow reasonable amount of travelling-wave 
in the slotline to be coupled to the radiating patches with a slotline width Ws o f200 pm. The patch 
dimensions were: Lp = 3580 pm and Wp = 4770 pm. As with the eight-patch array anteimas that 
were investigated, the patches were spaced along the circular slotline.
The large uniform ground plane in this structure, approximately 65 mm x 65 mm, caused extra 
challenges for manufacturing. Substrate warping was the main concern, and this is caused by 
uneven shrinkage of the conductive paste and the ceramic sheet. However, in this case, the ground 
plane was located symmetrically in the centre of the substrate and thus the shrinkage of the plane 
is equally restricted from both sides and warping was avoided. Also, the burnout period of the 
firing profile given by DuPont was revised. To ensure the removal of all organics, a very slow 
heating rate of 2 °C/min from room temperature up to 500 °C, and 1 hour of dwell time at this 
temperature, was used. This process provided a defect free structure without any interlayer de­
lamination and surface blistering, which are likely to occur with this kind of high volume 
substrate having large uniform ground planes.
DuPont® 951 Green tape is chosen in this case to develop the multilayer LTCC antenna due to its 
advantage of having a lower dielectric loss and better controlled over its dielectric properties and 
thickness which is of high importance to designer as high degree of shrinkage in the x-y and z 
plane after firing will alter the expected performance of the device under test. Moreover, it also 
provides the benefit of co-fire processing and re-fire stability. High line and space resolution of 
100 pm, via diameters of 100 pm and maximum layer counts in excess of 100 is practically 
possible.
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Table 6-2 Parameters of LTCC eight-patch array antenna 
(refer to figure 4-8 for definition of terms)
P aram eters V alues
Input microstrip impedance Zom 50.00 n
1®* section quarter-wave microstrip transformer impedance Zomi 57.90 ÇI
1®^ section quarter-wave microstrip transformer length Xomi/4 00.84 mm
2"** section quarter-wave microstrip transformer impedance Zom2 77.60 a
section quarter-wave microstrip transformer length Xom2/4 00.41 mm
Microstrip impedance Zoms o f microstrip-to-slotline transition 90.00 Q
Microstrip length Xaae/A of microstrip-to-slotline transition 00.26 mm
Slotline channel impedance Zos 90.00 n
Slotline channel width Ws 00.20 mm
Slotline length Xo/4 of slotline-to-microstrip transition 02.60 mm
Radius of circular slotline channel r 14.90 mm
Patch length Lp 03.58 mm
Patch width Wp 04.77 mm
(90°) annular phase length (Xo, + Xos /4) between patches 11.70 mm
6.3.2 Input Impedance
Comparison of the simulation and measured data for the Sn are presented in figure 6-11 to clarify 
the degree of matching performance. Optimum measured Sn was obtained at 15.04 GHz with 
values less than -  20 dB. Slight difference in the characteristics between the simulation and 
practical values may be due to the accuracy of the fabrication. A high degree of alignment at the 
microstrip-to-slotline transition was needed to produce a reasonably well-matched transmission 
line. The reasonably good matched is justified by the measured input impedance at around 45 Q
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as shown in figure 6-12. The input impedance was measured using an HP8510 Network Analyzer, 
with the antenna connected to the network analyzer through an adapter. In order to investigate the 
impedance bandwidth of the antenna, the input VSWR was measured from 14.00 GHz to 16.00 
GHz. The VSWR < 2 bandwidth of the LTCC anteima array is around 2.8 % from 14.80 GHz to 
15.20 GHz. The narrow VSWR < 2 bandwidth as observed in this case is primarily due to the 
high dielectric constant of the LTCC material.
m  20
Simulated 
M easured -c k k >
14.0 14.2 14.4 14.6 14.8 15.0 15.2 15.4 15.6 15.8 16.0
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 6-11: Simulated and measured Sn of LTCC patch array
S i l  1  U r s  1* 44 0S4 0 U  ;.37 ft 1$S .76 pH 15 042.601 e i ?  MHz :
A = 4.80 GHz 
B = 5.20 GHz
' s to p  5 200.008 i
Figure 6-12: Optimum measured input impedance of LTCC patch array
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6.3.3 Radiation Pattern and Gain
A reference dipole antenna was used as a receiver. Maximum power received by the dipole and 
patch array was -  56,0 dBm and -  48.0 dBm respectively at 15.03 GHz. Thus, optimum measured 
gain is approximately 8.0 dBa at 15.03 GHz in the main lobe direction. As shown in figure 6-13, 
reasonably good agreement between the simulation and measured radiation pattern of the 
receiving patch array was demonstrated at 15.03 GHz. With the arrangement of the microstrip 
tracks on the reverse side of the multilayer LTCC patch array, a better quality of radiation pattern 
is obtained, as previously demonstrated in section 6.2 through the use of an aluminium foil to 
prevent the in-coming signals from being picked-up by the microstrip tracks.
The measured front-to-back ratio is 15 dB. The rather low ratio measured is purely due to the 
smaller ground plane area as compared with the arrays discussed in chapters 4 and 5. In this case, 
a far field range of 1 m was used during the measurement in the anechoic chamber.
Simulated-M»» 
M easured-eeee
dB.
-10 dl
-20 dB
-30 dB
40 dB
■50 dB
Figure 6-13: Optimum simulated and measured z-y (elevation) plane radiation pattern of 
LTCC patch array at 15.03 GHz (Normalization reference is -40 dBm)
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6.3.4 Circular Polarization and Axial Ratio
As shown in figure 6-14, good quality of received circular polarization existed at 14.90 GHz with 
an optimum measured axial ratio of 2.8 dB. The quality of circular polarization as a function of 
frequency is shown by the simulation and measured data of the axial ratio plotted in figure 6-15. 
A narrow 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth of 1.6 % was obtained.
Simulated 
Measured -eeee-
20 dB
•30 dB
270°—f -4 0  a B i 900
180®
Figure 6-14: Optimum simulated and measured x-y (azimuth) plane circular polarization of 
LTCC patch array at 14.90 GHz (Normalization reference is -40 dBm)
Simulated -**** 
Measured oooo
14.5 14.6 14.7 14.8 14.9 15.0 15.1 15.2 15.3 15.4 15.5
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 6-15: Simulated and measured axial ratio of LTCC patch array
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6.4 Conclusions and Discussions
A multilayer high dielectric constant LTCC structure allows high degree of miniaturization with 
the flexibility of fabricating the microstrip track on the bottom conductor plane, and with the 
slotline buried in between layers of dielectric. A reasonable degree of improvement has been 
obtained in both the measured radiation pattern and quality of circular polarization.
However, due to the high dielectric constant nature of the LTCC material, this compact CP 
antenna design was achieved at the expense of narrower VSWR < 2 and 3-dB axial ratio 
bandwidth as compared with the CP antennas as presented in chapters 4 and 5. Thus, it will be 
difficult to meet the bandwidth requirement for some communication systems.
Various arrangements of stacked structures have been discussed in literature [6.8 - 6.12] to 
improve the bandwidth limitation. However, these approaches are not suitable for the LTCC 
packages with demanding compactness requirements.
In the next chapter, a multilayer thick film linearly polarized patch antenna is discussed to achieve 
radiation enhancement and bandwidth increment to overcome the drawbacks mentioned above, 
and to be easily implementable in multilayer thick film, or LTCC microwave circuits.
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Chapter 7 
Multilayer Thick Film Linearly Polarized 
Patch Antenna with Low Dielectric Constant 
Strips
7.1 Introduction
Substrate dielectric constant, Sr, plays an important role in the efficiency of a patch antenna. A 
low value of 5^  for the substrate will increase fringing field at the periphery, and thus the radiated 
power. Therefore, substrates with Sr < 2.5 are preferred in order to obtain better radiation 
efficiency unless a smaller patch size is desired. Using dielectric constants greater than three can 
lead to reduction of antenna efficiency and bandwidth performance, as previously demonstrated in 
the compact multilayer LTCC patch array.
Work has been reported in the literature that is directed at overcoming the drawbacks of patch 
antennas on high dielectric constant material by manipulating the substrate o f the antenna. One 
approach suggested was to construct a complete band gap structure surrounding the patch antenna 
to prevent energy from being trapped in the substrate [7.1 -  7.3]. Unfortunately, in order to form a 
band gap in the substrate via periodic holes requires considerable area, which may make it 
impractical for some applications.
Another approach considered has been to lower the effective dielectric constant o f substrate under 
the patch to allow for more effective radiation [7.4 -  7.8]. The main drawback to this approach is
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that the resulting patch antenna has to be larger than a patch on the unperturbed substrate. Also, 
manipulation of the substrate underneath the patch elements makes fabrication more difficult.
Additionally, substrate perforation has been explored in the literature [7.8], [7.9] to minimise the 
effect of high dielectric constant substrate. Substrate perforation is a technique that can be used to 
lower the effective dielectric constant by creating an array of relatively small closely spaced holes 
in the substrate.
This chapter describes the work involved in the development of a multilayer thick film linearly 
polarized patch antenna with radiation enhancement to compensate for the degradation of the 
radiation performance due to using high dielectric constant substrate.
7.2 Radiation Enhanced Linearly Polarized Patch Antenna
Microstrip
Track
Low Sr 
Dielectric 
Strips
Ground
and
Slotline
► Y
Patch
Antenna
Alumina
(8r=9 .5)
Figure 7-1; Linearly polarized patch antenna with low dielectric constant strips
Figure 7-1 shows the configuration of the proposed radiation enhanced linearly polarized patch 
antenna. The structure is composed of a single planar rectangular radiating patch with dimensions 
Lpa and Wpa, where Lpa is the resonant length dimension for the fundamental mode, and Wpa is the 
width of the patch. Two thin strips of low dielectric constant, thick film dielectric material, of 
width Wst, and length Lst, are arranged in parallel and beneath the radiating edges of the patch. A
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slotline channel, of width runs in the ground plane beneath the patch antenna. With the 
presence of an offset between the centre of the patch and the slotline, traveling-wave propagating 
in the slotline channel will excite the patch. The traveling-wave in the slotline channel is excited 
through a microstrip-to-slotline transition.
Radiation from a microstrip patch antenna can be determined from the field distribution between 
the patch metalization and ground plane. Alternatively, radiation can be described in terms of 
surface current distribution on the patch metalization.
When the patch is excited by a feed, the energization of the patch will establish a charge 
distribution on the upper and lower surfaces of the patch, as well as on the surface of the ground 
plane. Figure 7-2a shows the charge distribution of a conventional microstrip patch antenna. The 
negative charge and positive charge nature of the distribution rises because the patch is about a 
half-wavelength long at the dominate mode. The repulsive force between like charges on the 
bottom surface of the patch tend to push some charges from the bottom surface, around its edges, 
to its top surface. This movement of charges creates corresponding current densities J* and J, at 
the bottom and top surfaces of the patch respectively as shown in figure 7-2a.
+ + + +
(a)
^ L e n g th
(b)
Figure 7-2: Charge distribution and current density on (a) Conventional microstrip patch 
and (b) Radiation enhanced microstrip patch
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For most microstrip patch antennas, the ratio hsuiJWpa is veiy small. Therefore, the attractive force 
between the charges dominates and most of the charge concentration and the current flow remain 
underneath the patch. A small amount o f current flows around the edges of the patch to its top 
surface and is responsible for a weak magnetic field tangential to the edges. The constantly 
changing magnetic field will induce a corresponding, constantly changing electric field at the 
edges.
Based on this behavior of charge distribution and current density, a simple yet efficient technique 
is proposed to increase the concentration of charges beneath the radiating edges such that the 
increased current density will lead to greater fringing field at the edges. Figure 7-2b shows the 
charge distribution of the proposed configuration for the radiation enhanced linearly polarized 
patch anteima. Two thin strips of low dielectric constant (£> = 3.9), thick film KQ150® dielectric 
material are printed beneath and in parallel with the radiating edges of the patch antenna on a high 
dielectric constant (£> = 9.5) alumina substrate. Like charges underneath the strips along the 
intersection plane (IP) will treat the low permittivity KQ150 strip region as a less resistant channel 
of movement and so, will create a burst o f charges moving into the strips with increased repulsive 
force beneath the radiating edges of the patch antenna. This will lead to more like charges on the 
top surface of the radiating patch and result in greater current density, and the associated 
increased fringing field will improve the radiation efficiency of the patch.
The patch can be modelled as a cavity with electric walls at the top and below and four magnetic 
walls along the edges of the patch [7.10]. The four sidewalls of the cavity represent four narrow 
slots through which radiation takes place. The current density and fields are given by:
Js-h xHa^  (7.1)
M s  =  - h  X  È a
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where Js and Ms are the equivalent current densities and Ha and Ea are the corresponding magnetic 
and electric fields [7.10]. Clearly an increase in the current densities will also lead to greater 
corresponding field strength for radiation.
7.2.1 Effects of Low Dielectric Constant Strips
Initial verification of the proposed technique was carried out using HFSS™ package. Figure 7-3 
shows the model employed to demonstrate the behavior o f the electric field magnitude and vector 
current density on the surface o f the patch antenna and low dielectric constant strips.
The patch structure was modelled with the radiating patch, microstrip tracks and the groimd plane 
being perfect conductors to avoid the existence of fields inside the conductors. Low dielectric 
constant KQ150 strips are modelled by adding a new dielectric material with Sr = 3.9 and loss 
tangent of 0.0005. Free space boundaiy is added above and below the structure to allow 
examination of the fields in the immediate vicinity of the patch and low permittivity KQ150 strips 
when excited by the energy coupled from the slotline. Only the dominant mode is considered in 
the simulation.
In the first prototype, in order to provide reasonable coupling to the patch to demonstrate the 
concept of the proposed low dielectric constant strip for radiation enhancement, the offset 
between the centre of the patch and the slotline was chosen to be 1000 pm. A second prototype 
with 2000 pm offset was built to further establish the validity of the new technique.
Examination of the field distribution in figure 7-3 clearly indicates that the field concentration at 
the radiating edges of patch antennas #2 and #4 with low dielectric constant KQ150 strips has 
increased as compared with patch antennas #1 and #3. Without the presence of the KQ150 strips, 
more like charges are confined within the high dielectric constant alumina substrate beneath the 
patch radiating edges and results in less like charges being flow to the top surface of the radiating
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patch. However, with the presence of the KQ150 strips, it enhances the flow of like charges from 
the high dielectric constant alumina substrate to the surface beneath the radiating edges.
(a) 1000 Mfli Offset (b)lOOOfuMOffset with KQ150 Strips
(c) 2000 pm Offset (d) 2000 pm Offset with KQ150 Strips
Figure 7-3: Simulated electric field (magnitude) for patch antennas (a) #11000 pm offset 
(b) #2 1000 pm offset with KQ150 strips (c) #3 2000 pm offset and 
(d) #4 2000 pm offset with KQ150 strips
This is further justified by the characteristic of the electric field distribution and vector current 
density on the surface of the low dielectric constant KQ150 strips for patch antennas #2 and #4 as 
shown in figures 7-4 and 7-5. The high concentration of electric field and current density at the 
center of the KQ150 strips is explained by the burst of charges moving from the high dielectric 
constant alumina substrate into the KQ150 strips. Increase in the amount of like charges beneath
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and above the radiating edge of the patch will then lead to increase in the current density at the top 
surface of the patch and henceforth will result in greater amount of fringing field that corresponds 
to the associated radiation. Equal scale magnitude is set for electric field magnitude E (V/m) and 
vector current density J  (A/m^) to facilitate comparison between patch antennas #1, #2, #3 and #4.
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Figure 7-4: Simulated electric field (magnitude) of low dielectric constant strips 
for patch antennas (a) 1000 pm offset (b) 2000 pm offset
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Figure 7-5: Simulated vector current density of low dielectric constant strips 
for patch antennas (a) 1000 pm offset (b) 2000 pm offset
7.2.2 Thick Film Patch Antenna Structure and Fabrication Process
Figure 7-6 shows the fabricated patch antenna with 1000 pm offset on Alumina substrate having 
the following parameters: substrate thickness, hs,,b = 1.270 mm', panel size = 50.800 mm x 50.800 
mm; substrate dielectric constant, £> = 9.5; loss tangent = 0.004.
Strips of low dielectric constant thick film dielectric material were printed using low loss screen 
printable dielectric, KQ150. This is an advanced thick film dielectric, which offers a very low loss 
factor of 0.0005 and a dielectric constant of 3.9, with a fired thickness of 10 -  12 pm per layer.
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For drying, 150°C was maintained for 10 minutes; for firing, we used 925 °C peak temperature, 
dwelling for 10 minutes as shown in figure 7-7.
50.800 mm
Figure 7-6: Fabricated 5 GHz thick film linearly polarized patch antenna with 1000 pm 
offset (a) Top plane and (b) Bottom plane
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Figure 7-7: Recommended firing profile of KQ150 thick film dielectric material and 
fabricated top plane of 5 GHz linearly polarized patch antenna with 1000 pm offset
and KQ150 strips
Microstrip tracks, patch antenna and ground plane were fabricated using screen printable thick 
film silver conductor paste, C8710. It is a mixed bond silver conductor that yields a smooth dense 
film with fired thickness of 10 -  14 pm per layer. It exhibits high adhesion, excellent solder- 
ability and good solder leach resistance. Drying profile should be at 150 °C for time duration of
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10 minutes and peak temperature of firing profile is 850 °C with a dwell time of 8 to 12 minutes. 
High-quality resolution microstrip track and slotline are achieved as shown in figure 7-8.
— .
(a) (b)
Figure 7-8: Fabricated thick film quarter-wave microstrip track and slotline channel
The circuit was fed from 50 Q microstrip track. However, the paste is only suitable for line and 
spacing resolution down to 100 pm. The width of the slotline channel, Wsi would be very small to 
give a characteristic impedance of 50 Q; a slotline width of 100 pm gives an impedance of the 
slotline of 59.5 Q (4.3). So, in order to avoid fabrication problems, the impedance of the slotline
channel was increased to 67 Q. so that a wider channel o f200 pm could be used (4.3). Using (4.6),
two, multi-section quarter-wave microstrip transformers of 53.8 Q. and 62.3 Q, were used to 
convert the microstrip impedance from 50 Q to 67 Q to match the impedance of the slotline 
channel. Slotline and microstrip dimensions are calculated from (6.1 - 6.4). A single print 
thickness was used for the microstrip tracks, rectangular patch, ground plane and low dielectric 
constant strips in this proposed radiation enhanced structure.
The key 5 GHz Thick Film patch antenna parameters:
Lpa =09.730 mm 
Wpa = 13.090 mm 
Lst = 13.090 mm 
Wst =04.000 mm 
Wsi =00.200 mm 
Antenna #1 and #2 Incremental Offset = 1.000 mm 
Antenna #3 and #4 Incremental Offset = 2.000 mm
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7.2.3 Input Impedance
m  -15
Patch Antenna #1 
Patch Antenna #2 
Patch Antenna #3
Patch Antenna
4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 6.0 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 7-9: Measured Sn of patch antennas #1 #2 #3 and #4
As shown in figure 7-9, the measured return loss for patch antennas #1, #2, #3 and #4 is excellent. 
The tabulated Sn (dB) in Table 7-1 shows a measured return loss below-30 dB from 4.935 GHz 
to 5.085 GHz for the optimum response for each respective patch antenna. The optimum 
frequency of operation for each patch antenna is reasonably close to the designed frequency of 5 
GHz. The slight different from the designed value o f 5 GHz is because no matching was included 
to account for the reactance presented by the patches to the feed line. Imperfection of fabrication 
primarily due to accuracy of alignment at the microstrip-to-slotline transition may also contribute 
to the slight shift in the measured operating frequency.
Table 7-1 Comparison of optimum measured return Loss
Patch Anteimas
Optimum Frequency o f  
Operation
M easured Sn
1000 pm  Offset 
1000 pm  Offset with KQ150 Strips 
2000 pm  Offset 
2000 pm  Offset with KQ150 Strips
5.010 GHz 
5.050 GHz 
5.070 GHz 
5.085 GHz
-31.321 dB 
-30.192 dB 
-31.384 dB 
-31.016 dB
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The bandwidth (VSWR < 2) of patch antenna #1 is 3.6 % between 4.92 GHz and 5.10 GHz. With 
the presence of the KQ150 strips, bandwidth of patch antenna #2 (VSWR < 2) is increased to 5.6 
% between 4.94 GHz and 5.22 GHz. The excellent measured return loss is accounted for by the 
good match at the input termination of the patch antenna. As shown in figure 7-10 and 7-11, 
measured input impedance for patch antennas #1, #2, #3 and #4 falls between the range of 48.189 
Q and 53.652 Q which is reasonably close to the designed 50 Q input impedance of the microstrip 
track.
5CT S il 1 0 «.e-M-pw s  8ôâ.i2ô whs
A = 4.80 GHz 
B = 5.20 GHz
S M  i  U P# t< S S .6 S Î  ft - 1 W .W  W  1 9 2 ,8 4  fT  5  8 8 8 ,8 8 0  1*4  MH:
A = 4.80 GHz 
B = 5.20 GHz
StftRT 4 8 * 0 .0 8 0  0 0 0  «H i
(b)
$TOP 9  3 0 0 ,( 4 0  0 0 0  m x
Figure 7-10: Optimum measured input impedance of patch antennas (a) #1 and (b) #2
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Figure 7-11: Optimum measured input impedance of patch antennas (a) #3 and (b) #4
In figures 7-10 and 7-11, the limits of the frequency range between 4.8 GHz and 5.2 GHz are 
represented by start-point (A) and stop-point (B) respectively to clearly present the measured data 
on the Smith chart. The Sn and input impedance were measured using an HP8510 Network 
Analyzer.
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Figure 7-12: Optimum simulated and measured z-y (elevation) plane radiation pattern of 
patch antennas (a) #1 and (b) #2 at 5.03 GHz (Normalization reference is -20  dBm)
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Figure 7-13: Optimum simulated and measured z-y (elevation) plane radiation pattern of 
patch antennas (a) #3 and (b) #4 at 5.09 GHz (Normalization reference is -20 dBm)
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A  far field range of 1.5 m was used during the measurement in the anechoic chamber. Measured 
radiation patterns for patch antennas #1 #2 #3 and #4 are presented in figure 7-12 and 7-13. As 
compared with patch antenna #1, about 7.0 dB of measured improvement in the main radiation 
lobe direction is achieved, due to the presence of KQ150 strips in the z-y (elevation) plane of 
antenna #2 at 5.03 GHz. It is further proven in figure 7-13. Due to a greater slotline offset of 2000 
pm for patch antenna #3, more traveling-wave signal in the slotline channel is coupled to the 
patch. In addition, with the presence of KQ150 strips, more charges are expected to flow to the 
bottom and top surface of the radiating edge o f patch antenna #4. An improvement of around 10.0 
dB at 5.09 GHz was obtained in the main lobe direction, due to the inclusion o f the KQ150 strips. 
Thus, excellent return loss and significant improvement in the radiation strength, have 
demonstrated practically, the value of the proposed technique. The measured front-to-back ratio 
of antennas #1, #2, #3 and #4 were 7 dB, 14 dB, 22 dB and 32 dB respectively.
7.3 Conclusions and Discussions
Microstrip patch antennas on a high dielectric constant substrates have poor fringing fields. This 
limitation is attributed in the literature primarily to the restriction of like charges not being able to 
flow to the top surface of the radiating patch at the presence of a substrate with high ability to 
hold charges within the volume.
A simple yet efficient technique has been proposed in this chapter for increasing the fringing field 
of a patch antenna on a high dielectric constant substrate, whilst having little effect on the overall 
patch dimensions. Two thin strips of low dielectric constant, thick film dielectric material were 
printed beneath and in parallel with the radiating edges. This arrangement allows greater amount 
of like charges to concentrate beneath the radiating edges though the patch is on a high dielectric 
constant substrate. The new concept has been verified by computation and by practical measured 
data for two prototype antennas designed at 5 GHz.
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Excellent return loss with values less than -30 dB and significant improvement of around 7.0 dB 
and 10.0 dB in the two respective radiation enhanced prototypes are achieved. Moreover, around 
55 % of increment in the (VSWR < 2) bandwidth is also obtained with the presence of the low 
dielectric constant strips. The proposed technique is particularly suitable for use in microwave 
circuits, and particularly highly integrated multilayer transceiver packages with high dielectric 
constant substrate.
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Chapter 8 
Conclusion
8.1 Overview of the outcome of the research
As the demand for wireless communication continues, feeding systems of microstrip patch 
antenna operating at higher frequency band realised with conventional fabrication processes and 
design techniques are no longer adequate. Current feeding methods are prone to high loss at 
higher microwave and millimetre wave frequency. Moreover, these traditional feeding techniques 
are difficult to be implemented at higher microwave and mm-wave band. This research has 
demonstrated a possible solution to overcome the problems of conventional feeding systems that 
also achieves high performance through a low-cost design techniques.
A feeding technique with an adjustable coupling mechanism examined in this thesis has shown to 
be attractive in circumventing the present feed limitations of microstrip patch antenna. As part of 
the contributions to this area, a novel travelling-wave feed technique that yields less complexity 
and limitations yet offering excellent circular polarization has been developed based on well- 
known transmission line theory. The analytical treatment of this travelling-wave feed technique 
has also been presented, providing an insight to the relationship between the patch antenna 
radiation strength and the amount of offset of the feed channel.
The main advantage of the proposed feed technique is that it does not require a probe through the 
dielectric layer beneath the patch and it does not require a resonant aperture beneath the patch. 
This leads to less restriction in employing the feed technique for exciting a single or an array of
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patches at higher microwave or mm-wave band. Moreover, it is easily implementable and is 
particularly suitable for integration in a multilayer LTCC or thick film circuit with the ability to 
provide a combination of high-performance and low-cost fabrication.
To demonstrate the simple and easily implementable feed technique, five patch array structures 
have been fabricated and tested. The first prototype antenna consisted of four patches with a 
travelling-wave feed, working at 5 GHz. Measured bandwidth was 12.2 % from 4.6 GHz to 5.2 
GHz and optimum axial ratio was 1.2 dB at 4.96 GHz with approximately 8 % of 3-dB axial ratio 
bandwidth between 4.72 GHz and 5.12 GHz. Due to the utilization of fixed offset coupling 
mechanism for the consecutive patches along the slotline feed channel, slightly asymmetrical 
characteristic of the measured circular polarization quality was being observed between 180° and 
360°. The patch array possessed a directional radiation pattern with gain of approximately 9.5 dBj.
A potential solution for increasing the antenna gain and reducing the asymmetrical impairment of 
the circular polarization quality is the use of an eight-patch array with incremental offset coupling 
mechanism. In the first improved design prototype, a 5 GHz eight-patch array with 500 pm 
incremental offset showed an improvement of around 3.5 dB in the measured gain, giving 13.0 
dBj. This is nearly 3 dB higher when compared with the four-patch array. This verified that by 
employing twice the number of patch element will lead to improvement in the gain performance 
by approximately 3 dB in logarithm scale. Also, the measured 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth 
increased to 10.8 % with optimum axial ratio of 0.8 dB at 5.05 GHz; Asymmetrical impairment 
between 180° and 360° is significantly minimised as approximately the same amount of signal is 
coupled to the consecutive patch along the slotline feed channel. The measured VSWR bandwidth 
was 9.8 %, between 4.85 GHz and 5.34 GHz.
In additional to the development of the eight-patch array with 500 pm incremental offset, an 
eight-patch array with 700 pm incremental offset was investigated to further establish the validity
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of the incremental offset coupling mechanism, and also to improve on the strength of the circular 
polarization and the array gain. With the application of a greater amount of incremental offset, 
more signals are coupled to the eight-patch array. Significant level of improvement were obtained 
in the quality of circular polarization and radiation pattern was observed. Approximately 16.0 dBj 
of gain array was obtained. A VSWR bandwidth of 9.2 % was observed between 4.87 GHz and 
5.33 GHz, and the 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth was approximately 11 % with optimum axial ratio 
of 1.8 dB at 4.95 GHz.
A 5 GHz dual CP eight-patch array with 700 pm incremental offset was constructed to achieve 
left-hand circular polarization (LHC?) and right-hand circular polarization (RHCP). Excellent Sn 
is obtained with values less than -  30 dB. A VSWR bandwidth of 21.2 % was observed fi'om 4.26 
GHz to 5.32 GHz. The 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth is around 7% and 11 % with optimum axial 
ratio of 2.7 dB at 4.95 GHz and 2.1 dB at 5.05 GHz for LHCP and RHCP respectively. Optimum 
array gain is approximately 15.0 dBj for both LHCP and RHCP respectively.
In a further application, a 15 GHz multilayer LTCC CP eight-patch array with 100 pm 
incremental offset was developed to miniaturise the initial prototypes by around 90 %. Moreover, 
with a multilayer architecture, the slotline feed channel can be fabricated between layers of 
dielectric such that fi-ee-space radiation loss along the slotline can be minimised. Another 
significant advantage of the multilayer configuration was the flexibility of printing the microstrip 
on the reverse side of the antenna in order to prevent in-coming signal from being received by the 
microstrip on the top conductor plane. The measured VSWR bandwidth was 2.8 % from 14.80 
GHz to 15.20 GHz and the optimum axial ratio was 2.8 dB at 14.90 GHz with 1.6 % of bandwidth. 
Approximately 8.0 dBj of gain at 15.03 GHz was obtained in the main lobe direction. Degradation 
in the gain and bandwidth performance is primarily due the high dielectric constant o f the LTCC 
tape employed in this configuration.
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With regards to the degradation of the array gain and bandwidth performance due to high 
dielectric constant substrate, a novel radiation enhancement technique has been proposed that 
demonstrated efficient improvement of fringing fields of a linearly polarized patch antenna 
fabricated on a high dielectric constant substrate. Multilayer thick film technology was employed 
to allow the flexibility of printing a thin strip of low dielectric constant strip along and beneath the 
radiating edges of the patch. Like charges underneath the strips will treat the low permittivity strip 
region as a less resistant channel of movement and henceforth will lead to more like charges 
beneath the radiating edges.
Two linearly polarized patch prototypes with 1000 pm and 2000 pm offset were fabricated on an 
alumina substrate {Sr = 9.6) and in both cases, excellent measured return loss is obtained with 
values less than -  30 dB at 5.050 GHz and 5.085 GHz respectively. Around 7.0 dB of 
improvement in the radiation pattern was achieved for the first prototype with the introduction of 
a thin strip of low dielectric constant (£> = 3.9) material along and beneath the radiating edges. 
Around 55 % of increment in the VSWR bandwidth was also obtained. Due to the presence o f a 
greater slotline offset and the low dielectric constant strips, 10.0 dB of improvement in the 
radiation pattern was obtained for the second prototype.
It has been shown through theoretical and practical results in the first part of the research, that an 
efficient CP patch array can be obtained by utilizing travelling-wave feed technique. In the second 
part of the research, miniaturisation of patch array, minimization of free-space radiation loss and 
prevention of microstrip interference in the received signals were resolved with the employment 
of a multilayer LTCC configuration. A radiation enhancement technique was successfully 
demonstrated to improve radiation and bandwidth of the radiating patches on high permittivity 
substrates.
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8.2 Suggestions for future work
In this thesis, various techniques have been developed to configure a CP patch array with 
improved performance. The following are some suggestions for possible applications and 
extensions of the various techniques towards the realisation of an easily implementable CP patch 
array with high performance and low-cost fabrication for integration in a multilayer circuit.
The potential advantages of the multilayer LTCC CP patch array can be further investigated with 
the inclusion of the radiation enhancement technique as demonstrated in Chapter 7. LTCC 
materials, which typically possess a high dielectric constant, will unavoidably restrict the 
movement of like charges beneath the radiating edge of the patch and henceforth, will minimise 
fringing field and the associated radiation strength. However, with the utilization of radiation 
enhancement technique for all the consecutive linearly polarized patches along the slotline feed 
channel in the array, it is expected that the (VSWR < 2) bandwidth, array gain and 3-dB axial 
ratio bandwidth will be significantly improved.
The work on travelling-wave feed technique for linearly polarized patch antenna can be further 
pursued to achieve a well-matched network between the patch and the slotline feed channel. The 
matching network could comprise a slotline quarter-wave transformer, incorporated at the slotline 
and patch intersection junction to account for the reactance presented by the patch to the slotline. 
Henceforth, propagating signals beneath the patch will travel through a higher degree of well- 
matched transmission line channel.
With the employment of multilayer thick film and LTCC fabrication technology, a further degree 
of miniaturisation of the patch array could be achieved for mm-wave band applications.
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